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EVERY OTHER FRIDAY

The Club Executive meets at

lunch in the Lamps Roonp, Every

Other Friday, and it struck me

almost before I had finished

Swriting this title, that we had

recently been overdoing it; we

had also been meeting on

Alternate Fridays, to discuss

the pieces of unfinished

business we had noticed in the

Minutes, and also to examine

in detail the collection of

ideas which has come to be

known as the "McMurrich Report"

Well, we think we've caught up

the assorted loose ends for '73,

and now we face in the new year

the next stage in the McMurrich

recommendations: The

Preparation of a Functional

Program. That's to say -- how

can each function of the Club

be best performed, served and

accommodated. There are some

copies of the McMurrich Report

available at Mr. Clark's office for

any members who wish to have them.

It's an interesting document,

"makes you think!"

The sad death of John Galilee,

our Secretary, left a lot of jobs

to fill; and so for the time

remaining before the Annual Meeting,

we have enlisted three people to

form a secretariat. Ernie Newson is

appointed Secretary, and he records

the minutes of meetings and attends

to correspondence; Wentworth Walker

keeps us informed of meetings and

affairs; and the Monthly Letter is

now edited by Charles Carter, who

asks that all members consider

themselves to be his assistants, his

reporters. Contributions welcomed!

At the time of the Annual Meeting

it will be necessary to face even

more complicated changes in

organization, for Philip Clark
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has informed the Executive that he

wishes to retire from his position

as Treasurer. MHr. Clark has been a

member of the Club since 1949 and

Treasurer since 1958; of recent

years his responsibilities have

approximated those normally assumed

by a manager. His control of the

Club and his contribution to its

smooth administration will be

sorely missed.

What to do? Well the Executive is

preparing a recommendation that a

manager be employed; specifications

of the position are being drawn up.

For the first time we are finding

out ALL that Philip Clark has been

up to. And it's a lot! What sort of

Secretariat, or Bureau, or perhaps

even Computer, will be required to

replace him? rMore will be heard

about this.

And what about our lease? The

present situation is simple enough.

In preparation for an "Examination

for Discovery" on 20 Sept. 73, an

"Affidavit for Production" was

necessarily to have been produced

by the Landlord. And it wasn't. So

the "Examination" could not proceed.

Nor has this important "Affidavit"

yet been filed. So now our

solicitor, having written a

reminder on 9 Jan., 74 to their

solicitor, is preparing to enter

in the Supreme Court of Ontario

a motion asking for the Landlord's

defence to be thrown out, and for

judgement to be given. God save the

Queen; and bless us every one!

Except the lawyers of course.

ROBERT CHRISTIE

President.

FRANKly Speaking

The raising of oil prices makes a

problem for Canada. We have however

an advantage they haven't. For

instance telephone charges are less

in Canada. We have Station to

Station but in Iran all calls are

Persian to Persian,

0! 0! 0!

Here are the details promised in

last month's Letter for the four

members listed there plus brief

profiles of five more new members.

Haehnel, William F. -

A graduate engineer (SPS) who

taught music at the Conservatory

and lectured at the U of T. Now

retired he has taken up Painting,
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Merry, Peter T.V. -

Is an advertising Executive with

Ronalds-Reynolds & Co.,Limited.

Plays squash and tennis and loves

music

Piacartney-Filgate, Terence -

A distinguished TV Producer for

the CBC. A gourmet who is concerned

with all the Arts.

Knott, Leonard L. -

After writing for the Star he

went into Public Relations. Now

retired he works on conservation

and is an enthusiastic gardener.

Davis, Richard E.G. -

The Executive Director of the

Canadian Welfare Council who is

a Consultant to the Federal

Government. Literature, Theatre,

Painting, gardening and

photography are his interests.

Emond, W. Robert - ..

An Executive with Xerox of Canada.

He collects Oriental Art, Porcelain

and Bronzes and likes Canadian

Painting and Sculpture.

Kennedy, Roger Scott -

An Executive TV Producer with 20

years of broadcasting in Australia

0 and Canada. He "digs" Theatre and

Music and collects Rare Books and

Stamps.

Le Lacheur, Rex -

He composed the Official

Centennial Hymn, is a baritone

who sang at the I.etropolitan Opera

(NY) and the Director of a fifty

voice mixed choir (ittawa).

Canadian Music is his interest.

Patchell, Robert W. -

A Producer-Director in Radio and

TV who is interested in Literature,

Theatre and Painting.

(Will any member who joined the Club

in 1973 whom we may have missed,

please let us know.)

It was really good news to learn

that Gresley Elton has come home

from the hospital. We all look for-

ward to seeing him at the Club when

the weather is better.

Harvey Doney is coming along fine

and Roly Pincoe and John Irwin are

back after minor surgery, while

Jack Prior is fit again after an

automobile accident.

Mac Houstoun who has not been

around the Club of late was seen

pouring water for the table. We

were glad to see him taking an

active part again. Welcome back Mac.
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CHAMBER PLAYERS

It was great to have Dick Blue

back with us again at the Club,

for we had all missed his cheery

presence. As we shook hands, he

told me that he was ready to write

something on the Chamber Players

recital. Putting pen to paper for

the first time since his illness

he then and there wrote:

Your new Scribe asked me to give

an account of the Chamber Players

of Toronto on December 5, 1973.

I am the most recently appointed

member of the Club to be on the

Board of the Chamber Players, with

Meredith Glassco and Ian Cameron

whose work would be more than mine.

After another stroke, I think I

remember hordes of people, 106

precisely, which shows we are

truly arriving! too many for my

point of view; the fewer the better.

When we had a scant 15 or so it was

as if we had a personal orchestra of

our own - with this overwhelming

crowd this kind of intimacy was lost.

R.C.S.B.

It should be added that it was

largely due to Dick's enthusiastic

and single minded press agentry

that so many came.

Seating the audience so that

they completely surrounded the

orchestra allowed each of us to

0

watch every movement of the

player's hands and even the

expressions on their faces. This

heightened immeasureably the

unusual and varied program.

Because the concert was in pay-

ment for the use of the Club for

the orchestra's rehersals, a

further bond was forged between

the Players and the Club.

We all look forward to their

next recital on February 6. and

expect another sellout,

Oxford McNeill and his Merry Men

set the scene with their tasteful

and effective Christmas decorations.

Grouped around a blazing fire after

a dinner in which our Zelda excellled

herself, an excellent crowd assembl-

ed on the evening of December 19th.

We agreeably surprised ourselves

and John Cozens our energetic con-

ductor with a hearty and heart felt

rendition of Christmas Carols both

old and new. With John Yocom's

colourful accompaniment it was no

time until we were launched into

the time honoured custom of our

ladies singing one verse while we

responded with the mext. John Cozens

kept the pace from flagging with

a running commentary on the carols

he had selected.
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Philip Clark first met Norman

Bethune in 1934 when Pegi'Nicol;,

Philip's distinguished artist

friend brought four men to a

dinner party he was giving. "Where's

your beer ?" demanded one of the men.

Theat man xwas Norman Bethune who

later enjoyed the Clark hospitality

on his Toronto trips.

It was therefore particularly

fitting that Roderick Stewart should

be introduced at lunch on Tuesday,

January 15th, by Philip Clark,

Bethune's old friend.

Henry Norman Bethune (1890-1939)

a was born in Gravenhurst, the son of

Malcolm Bethune, a Presbyterian

minister.

He graduated from Jesse Ketchum

Public School, Toronto and Owen

Sound Collegiate before entering

the University of Toronto in 1909.

He spent one year working as an axe-

man and teaching at Frontier College.

At the end of his second year of

Medical school the Great War began.

By 1920 he had served in the

Canadian Army, the Canadian Air

Force and the Royal Navy. In 1916

he obtained his medical degree.

During the early 1920s he trained

in English and Scottish hospitals,

earned his F.R.C.S. (Edinburgh) and

married a Scott, Frances Campbell

Penney.

He had spent two years in his

first and only private medical

practice in Detroit when he

contracted tuberculosis in 1926.

After a year in Trudeau Sanatorium

in Saranac Lake he went to Hontreal

to begin the study of tubercular

research and thoracic surgery.

Known for his inventions of

surgica., instruments, his numerous

publications in medical journals and

his daring operational techniques,

he spent the next eight years in

Montreal.

Following a trip to Russia in 1935

where he attended the International

Physiological Congress he returned

to Canada firmly committed to

socialized medicine. His crusade

for this cause made him unpopular

in his profession.

During the Montreal years he

wrote short stories and poetry

and began to paint. Increasingly,

he found himself mixing socially

with painters and poets and with

people who were critical of the

economic and political system. In

1936, almost alienated from his own

profession, he committed himself to

political radicalism by joining the

Communist party.

Shortly after the outbreak of the

Spanish Civil War he went to Madrid

and created the Canadian Blood Trans-

fusion Service by which for the first

time in military-medical history

Blood was taken to the front lines.
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Exhausted and overworked he returned

to Canada in 1937 to go on a fund

raising tour of North America.

In 1938 he went to China, at

war with Japan and joined the Eighth

Route Army, There for eighteen months

of intensive work he served as

military advisor to Mao Tse-tung's

army. His contributions made him

legendary, in China even before his

death. In the midst of a guerilla

war, in addition to his duties as a

battlefield surgeon, he wrote text

books, trained doctors and nurses,

built hospitals and organized a

medical service for the Chinese Army.

In the end he gave his life. He died

from blood poisoning in the remote

Wu-tai Mountains 12 November 1939.

Today, all of China's more than

800 million people know the name,

of Norman Bethune. Postage stamps,

posters, books, and hospitals bear

his name, Only Mao Tse-tung's is

more revered.

Canada has been slow to: recognize

him. In August 1972 he was named

"a Canadian of National Historic

significance". The United Church

Manse, the house in which he was

born in Gravenhurst, has been

purchased by the federal government.

It will be restored to become a

national museum, R.S.

Lovat Dickson in thanking the

speaker said "this is the best

researched and delivered paper

we have enjoyed."

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER

It all came together again -- that

concotion of pageantry, the libation-

raised decibels of conviviality, the

seasonal songs, the civil

acknowledgements, the entertainment,

and the nostalgia. An oasis at any

time of the year from the importuning

world outside, the familiar hall

provides each Christmas its special

glimpse into what holds together a

most diverse group of individuals.

It all happened again last December

27, as if a less euphoric effect was

simply unthinkable.

For Chuck Matthews it was his 54th

Christmas Dinner -- and all of them

consecutive. It was also, as E
President Bob Christie noted, his

first as a newly-created member of

the Order of Canada. Congratulations,

Chuck!

There were other firsts. It was,

for example, the first time that

Judge Frank Denton's story-telling

talents were elevated -- as they

say of the bench -- from the dining

table to the stage. But wait: It's

turned out to have been Frank's

"audition" for the Spring Show,

For everyone it was the first

opportunity to wear the new tabards

which are blessedly easier to get

into than their faded predecessors.

Both tradition and the personal

losses exacted by time were to be

seen in the showing of a film of the



Boar's Head Procession of 1965 --

this the camera work of the late

Robert Allworth, accompanied by Al

Collier's tapes. Those seasoned

performers, -id Johnson and Harry

naude, were up to their usual high

standards, as was the choir under

the leadership of Keith Dissell. No

other ending to the evening suited

etter th.an the arrangement of "The

First Nowell", -- a club tradition

set by the late Sir Ernest MacMillan

and ably carried on this year by

Dr. David iuchterlony.

There was on'u guest -- who else

but our landlord, with whom the

1 Cluh is nou engrossed in interesting

negotiations. It turned out that

John Batty, president of the St.

Georgo's Society, had escaped to

Mexico, and hence it fell to

Maurice Thompson, vice-president,

to confront his unruly tenants,

whom he proceeded to disarm by apt

quotations from Shakespeare.

Bob Christie broke the news of

Hunter Bishop's fall in the Club,

regretably resulting in a broken

hip. The most recent report from

the hospital is that he's coming

along nicely. W.P.G.

*.*****.. -X.-: ** . %******^** *

Overheard at lunch: "A lady wrote

) plaintively to the Welfare Dept. -

"My husband had his project cut off

Wlilliam Deeks Executive Vice-

President of Noranda Sales Corp.

spoke to us at lunch on Dec. 11/73.

He said we derive an essential

part of our national income from

the Fining Industry. Together with

Agriculture it gives Canada a

viable economy.

Mining risks are high with the

probability of return less than

the odds on a horse race. In order

to secure the capital necessary

for exploration and development -

it costs 30 million dollars to

find a mine - there must be

government encouragement,

particularly through tax incentives.

Canada is now the world's third

largest producer of mine and

mineral products.

* -***** -' -- *-* *--- : -X* **- ** X *** * * X*

Jack McL- en has geinerously

presented four of his paintings to

the Goderich Canadian Legion. They

will keep wartime memories alive.

Congratulations to Bill Shelden on

his appearances on the Collaborators

and in the Alexander Graham Bell,

100th Anniversary TV shows. Bill

can also be seen dominating

advertisements in Time, McLean's

and Opera Canada.

Don't forget to watch Roburtson

Davies' play Brothers In The Black

Art, on CBLT, Thu. Feb. 14 at 9 P.M.

and I haven't had any relief since."
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The art scene in Toronto really jumps

and among the most adroit jumpers are

artist members of the Club.

So many are represented in one-man

shows, group exhibitions and

continuously in well-known galleries

that it is impossible to do justice to

them in this confined space.

Mac Houston presented an excellent

one-man show at the Roberts Gallery.

His stunning non-objective works were

supplemented by lyrical small land-

scapes in semi-abstract form. A

splendid showing that was well attended

in the true Roberts Gallery tradition.

Jack Secord had a highly successful

exhibition at Eaton's College Street

Galleries, setting a record for the

number of sales made. Your

amanuensis had a microphone thrust

in front of him and was asked his

opinion of the artist and his works.

The spontaneous answer apparently was

aired over CKEY and the comment was

so favourable that a splendidly-

turbanned sikh stopped us on Bay

Street to ask if we were broadcasting

advertisements for Eaton's. Jack, in

retirement, is more prolific in the

art field than ever. What energyl An

interesting exhibition of his skills in

draughtsmanship, in collage, and in a

variety of painting media.

Back to Roberts Gallery, where

Adrian Dingle's talented wife, Pat,

showed an exquisite collection of hand-

crafted jewellery. Once again, large

and appreciative crowds and many

happy purchasers.

On the walls of Roberts at the same

time the winsome, charming works of

William Winter. A great success

financially and artistically with

atmospheric landscapes here and there

among the little tots.

As we go to press Artist's Choice at

Roberts will give a kaleidoscopic

review of the works of a number of

Club members, their wives and other

esteemed artists. A popular exhibition

in the finest sense of the word.

Laing Gallery featured Geoffrey Rock a

few weeks ago. Transplanted from

England to the western ranges and

mountains by way of Central Canada, he

has caught the true spirit of the western

rancher. Sort of a cool Remington if

you know what we mean. Smooth

technique depicting violent rodeo-type

action or absolute calm.

Speaking of Remington, have any of you

seen his home in Ogdensburg, New York.

Fascinating. As a youngster we enjoyed

it immensely. By the way, if you're

interested, ask us about the history of

the house - there's no room here to

elaborate.

Coming at the end of January to the

Arts and Letters Club a new talent,

Peter A. (Tony) Wilch. The official

opening night will be February 4th.

Meet the artist and see his dry-martini

approach to the Canadian scene. Cool

and understated with the minimum of

line, ink and wash... realism with the

entire form suggested by a detailed

fragment. See for yourself and bring

your friends.

The members of the Arts and Letters

Club are very fortunate that there are

so many artistic activities going on in

Toronto. They know that they can

acquire or enhance a sound visual

education by selective and dedicated

gallery watching. See you at the

galleries

J.A.M.

0
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THE LIBRARY

Supplement To The Oxford

Companion To Canadian History And

Literature is a supplement to

Norah Story's Oxford Companion to

Canadian History and Literature

published in 1967. The present

volume under the general editor-

ship of William Toye, is made up

of articles by thirty-seven

contributors discussing books

published between early 1967 and

the end of 1972. Particular

attention has been paid to the

literature of French Canada.

* While the main emphasis is on

writers of the 1967-72 period,

some revisions or new articles

on writers who appeared in the

original Companion are included.

Together with the Companion this

supplement makes an invaluable

reference work on Canadian writers

and writings of every genre over a

very productive period.

A Saturday Night Scrap Book,

edited by Morris Wolfe, is a

collection of material from

Saturday Night over the past

eighty-five years. There are

photos, advertisements, editorials,

* illustrating the attitudes and

prejudices of the editors - and,

presumably, the readers - from

1887 to 1971. It is an interesting

and revealing documentation of the

tastes and manners and concerns of

one segment of Canadian society.

Christmas in Canada, compiled by

Mary Barker and Flora McPherson

brings together the many varied

ways of celebrating Christmas in

this country from the time of the

grim hardships of Jacques Cartier's

little band in 1535 to the experience

of an impoverished newly imigrated

family in the late 1960s. Many of

Canada's well-known authors,

prominent citizens and less-known

persons have told of the struggles

and joys of Christmas past and

present in this country.

XXXXXXXXXXX

Eric Arthur has very kindly lent

volume XII of the Colophon in order

that we might obtain a photocopy of

an article by former member Ro H.

Hathaway entitled Rupert Brooke:

A Canadian Memory. This article

describes the visit made by Brooke

to the Club in 1913. Ruth Phillips,

wife of vice-president Elmer Phillips,

has researched and produced A History

Of The Royal Canadian Navy Show Meet

The Navy, This history was part of

the Navy Show reunion held in Toronto

a few months ago.
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Dean Hughes has given to the

library a copy of his recently

published book entitled Along

The Side Road - a companion volume

to his And So They Bought A Farm.

Janice Patton, wife of member

Christopher Patton, has written

the story of one of the contro-

versial events in Canadian history

entitled The Sinking Of The I'm

Alone. It is well illustrated and

makes fascinating reading,.

Some anonymous humorist has

donated a copy of The Wit And

Wisdom Of Spiro Aqnew.

H.B.

GREY OWL

Wilderness Man: The Strange Story

of Grey Owl (Macmillan) with a sold

out first edition (just try to find

a copy), has catapulted Lovat

Dickson into a fast moving and

fascinating series of events.

Lovat published Grey Owl's works

in England in the 1930s. Realizing

the potential in this strange man's

character he piloted him on a

course of public lectures that

brought international recognition

and royal command performances,

When Grey Owl found the confine-

ment of a hotel room too much

Lovat took him into his own home.

And when Grey Owl died and was

disclosed as Archie Belaney, an

Englishman,,Lovat spent his own

money in an attempt to prove his

author's Indian blood.

Lovat believes "there is a

growing revival of interest in

this extraordinary man - because

his life story strikes a responsive

chord among young people concerned

with the preservation of the

environment."

Wilderness Man has been selected

as a featured alternate by The Book

Of The Month Club with Atheneum as

its U.S. co-publisher. Macmillan

Ltd. will publish it in the U.K.

early in 1974. In 1973 the book's

appeal was strikingly shown by

Grey Owl, the CBC television

documentary so well written by

Dickson that it was nominated for

an international award. And Our

Native Land on CBC radio featured

a song whose last lines were -

Grey Owl! Grey Owl!

A man of mystery,

Was a true life hero,

Canadian history.

KEG productions, the Toronto wild-

life producer and film distributor-

realizing the possibilities, have

bought the world film rights. We

confidently predict the production

of a real oscar contender.

HIT THE RIGHT NOTE!!

April 29th and the Spring Revue

are fast approaching and Willing

Workers will soon be needed.

0
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Hunter Bishop

The Arts & Letters Club has good

reason to be proud of its Library

and of its Archives.

a Kenneth R. MacPherson of the

Archives of Ontario tells us that

our archival volumes alone contain

a wealth of historical material.

Our Art Library has proved to be

invaluable for research and is

first class and our general

Canadiana collection is a close

second.

Hunter Bishop has painstakingly

built up over the years this fine

accumulation of books, periodicals,

pamphlets, catalogues and memor-

abilia. The hours he has spent on

his multitudinous projects stretch

from the Club to his home and even

recently, to the hospital. His

lively and informative articles in

the monthly letter speak for them-

selves. The many contacts he has

made have generously lent the

valuable historical and archival

material which has enriched the more

than a score of shows he and his

helpers have put on.

Add to all this a thorough and

meticulous attention to detail and

you have a man whom Joan Murray,

curator of the Oshawa Art Gallery,

describes as "one of the very best."

g" -.
F~
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DEATH AND LIFE

Multinational corporations are

being accused by a University of

Western Ontario professor of using

subliminal advertisements in

~80,000.00 ads in magazines and on

TV. Skilfully hidden symbols, a

skull to represent death and the

letters S E X or pornographic

pictures to represent life are used,

Dr. John Scott combined both

death and life in his thought

provoking and exceedingly well

prepared paper which he gave at

our January 25 monthly meeting,

and which he summarizes below.

PROBLEMS FROM MEDICAL ADVANCES

Formerly, the cessation of

respiration or the heart beat

indicated the end of life but with

modern techniques of resuscitation,

it is now accepted that when all

brain function has ceased, the

individual is dead and the re-

suscitation machinery can be

turned off.

Using present day techniques

individuals who have been mentally

and physically destroyed by disease

or accident have been maintained

alive for prolonged periods. The

over utilization of these pro-

cedures has greatly increased the

worry and anxiety of the relatives

and not contributed to the welfare

or satisfaction of the patient.

As a result of the control of

infectious diseases, life expect-

ancy has materially increased. One

hundred years ago, half the infants

born did not survive the first year

and life expectancy was about thirty

years. Now, the life expectancy of

a newborn infant is almost seventy

years. This has been a major factor

contributing to the population

explosion,

As a result of antibiotic drugs,

venereal infection is readily treat-

ed. Combined with effective contra-

ceptive techniques, there has been

a significant change in the sex mores

during the last quarter century.

The application of knowledge gain-

ed from livestock breeding is going

to create another field of ethical

concern. The problems produced by

artificial insemination have not yet

been solved. After this, the

possibility of transplanting an

ovary from one woman to another end

the possibility of taking a fertil-

ized ovum from one woman and implant-

ing into the uterus of another will

add to the ethical and legal problems

of the next generation. , ,.

0
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At the January 30 Ladies'- Night some

80 members and guests enjoyed a

night of slides. After an excellent

dinner, John North, Harry Ross, Gord

Rice, Clive Clark and Walter Coucill

(whose idea it was) spoke for a few

minutes about their pictures which

ranged from rare flowers, magnificent

gardens, exotic foreign places to

excellent people studies. After hear-

ing from each of the photographers,

all projectors were turned on to

fill the screens around the hall

(five of them ingeniously put into

place by Rice, McLean, Clark and

Charles Carter). The audience, too,

seemed to be "turned on" even though

* they had to swivel and turn to take

everything in. We discover that

there are many photo hobbyists who

would like a show and tell of their

work. If we get enough names we'll

try again. President Christie was

his ebullient best at dinner, John

McLean kept things moving and Al

Collier did the thank you honours,

An excellent evening in all,

overflowing with hidden talents.

JDM

HIT THE RIGHT NOTE!

NOTE THE RIGHT HIT!

RIGHT THE HIT NOTE!

... whichever way you say it, the

1974 Spring Revue is rolling along

towards opening night on April 29.

being composed, casting is nearly

settled, scenery is being planned,

fuses are being checked, props are

being dusted off and all the other

preliminaries are under as much

control as they ever get under

control around this place!

We need VOLUNTEERS with hammers and

paint brushes to work on Saturday

mornings starting March 23. Block

off as many Saturday mornings as you

can from that date until April 27,

and be prepared to report to Gord Rice

to do your bit for the Spring Revue

and Hit the Right Note! now,

*X -*- -* -** * * -*** *- **** * -*X- * * X- *** -- * * * * *

The Hr. Justices and the Judges of

the two branches of the Superior

Court gave Mr. Justice George

McGillivray a party to mark his

retirement and to witness their

affection for The Gentle Judge,

They presented him with a silver

collar button box.

We expect and hope we'll see him

more often at the Club.

Overheard at lunch - The waitress

brought the member his coffee.

Eyeing it coldly he said - "This

coffee looks like mud." "It should

Sir," she said demurely. "It's

fresh ground."

S*******************

Scripts have been written, music is
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THE CHAMBERS PLAYERS OF TORONTO

After the Ladies' night dinner

on February 6 The Chambers Players

of Toronto performed a varied pro-

gramme from their increasingly rich

repertoire of music for string

orchestra. The audience of Club

members and guests tested the

capacity of the Great Hall in spite

of a wild snowstorm outside. The

joyful enthusiasm of the players

brought warmth that matched that of

the blazing fireplace logs. The

intimate arrangement of the circle

of musicians in the centre of the

hall surrounded by a relaxed group

of listeners could scarcely be

equalled in Toronto.

This group of young musicians

has been associated with the Club

since 1968 when they first started

to work together and were granted

permission to rehearse at 14 Elm

Street each Sunday. We provided an

ideal setting for this ensemble.

Some of the players are members of

the Club. About half the Board of

the organization are Club members.

Two or three concerts have been

given annually for the Club in

return for our hospitality - a most

satisfactory mutual arrangement.

These private concerts provide a

type of musical evening which had

been missing from our activities

for many years.

February 6 ranged from the Baroque

18th. Century period to the early

20th. Century. The composers

represented were Vivaldi, Handel,

Mendelssohn, Rossini and Holst.

Particularly interesting, and rarely

heard items presented were the

Rossini Sonata #3 and the St. Paul's

Suite by Hoist. Rossini wrote his

work at the age of eleven years. It

is a gay, romantic, light-hearted

piece which provides a challenge to

the virtuosity of the players. It

was refreshing. The St. Paul's Suite

was written while Holst was a

teacher at the English Girls' school

of that name. Does anyone know

whether the school orchestra ever

performed it? This also is a lively

bright work inspired by British folk

tunes and dances. It is full of

intri uing and varied rythmical

patterns. It was played with

appropriate verve and vigor.

We hope that the Chamber Players

will continue to play an important

part in the life of the Club. The

lively reaction of the audience

indicated that there is a real need

for their kind of music here.

Appreciation of our Players is

steadily spreading to other Ontario

centres where they have performed

and for the first time they went

outside our Province to play in

Quebec City by invitation. All this

is very encouraging.

The compositions performed on
F.V.V.S.

S

I
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Al Collier regaled two capacity

audiences with fascinating examples

of his audio-visual art on February

27th and 26th.

The show opened with a hilarious

slide review of the Royal Canadian

Academy caught by the irrepressible

Al - with their mouths open - with

the effect cleverly heightened by a

sound track that kept the audience

in fits of laughter.

Digging into his inexhaustible

archives Al came up with a sight 
and

sound tapeing of "One For The Birds"

the 1954 Spring Revue. Memorable as

the first show directed by Bob

* Christie it marked the end 
of a no

show period. Oxford McNeill managed

the stage and through the generous

use of his well-equipped display

studio made possible the colourful

stage sets. Sid Johnson precipitated

himself in HIGH DIVE, a skit, and

Roly Pincoe began his continuimg

lighting and stage contributions.

Sandy Stewart coralled 
four of

Ryerson's brightest and 
most

articulate students to debate 
the

differences between their and 
our

generations, after our February 
22

F Monthly Dinner.

Peter Temple, director of Riot,

Al Parsons, Jim Corcan and Glen Frew

were the personable quartet.

Each of these four holds down 3

to 4 jobs to finance their academic

career. They argued : that it wasn't

what but who you know - lack of

connections is the greatest obstacle

- the pressures to be overcome are

greater - and drinking and age of

consent are lower while travel is

easier. Ernie Newson in his warm

thank you noted that "the more

things change the more they are

the same."

WILLIAM JOHN BUYERS

We all regret the loss of our member

Bill Buyers, who died recently in

Niagara-on-the-Lake where he had 
gone

to live in quiet retirement and

where he was active with the Shaw

Festival Theatre.

Bill joined the Club in 1968 and was

active in our Drama Group as Parmeno

in the Robertson Davies play "Eros

at Breakfast", and The Man in the

Jean Giraudoux play "The Apollo of

Bellac."

He was President of the Richard III

Society, whose aim was to rewhiten

the character of that Monarch. He

spoke on that subject at a Club

Ladies' night.

He retired early from a senior

position in the Continental Can

Coy., due to health problems.

, He will be missed by all who 
knew

him.
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It w,: a real thrill to receive

from nick Lucas our first foreign

communication.

Dublin Jan. 28/74

A couple of weeks ago, having

mentioned to John Irwin and Philip

Clark that I was about to take off

for Dublin, Philip updated my A.& L.

card and John gave me a letter to

the Arts Club of Dublin with which,

thanks to John's arrangements during

his Dublin visit last year, we now

hi!vn exchange privileges. They asked

me f ua a report on our new Exchange

Club. ;\nd so, armed with these two

documents I arrived at Number 3

Upper Fitzwilliam St.

The lady who admitted me said the

Secretary was away but gave me his

phone number. The phone was busy

for half an hour and when I finally

got through I found she had given

me the wrong number. She apologised

and on my second try I talked to the

Secretary and he told me to make

myself at home,

The bar-lounge, one floor up was not

exactly 'homey!. The temp was about

50 dejrees, the room was in wild dis-

order, with scores of bottles and

glasses and overloaded ashtrays

crowding the many small tables. The

unventilated room had, both

figuratively and literally, an

unmistakably 'morning after' atmos-

phere. Two antediluvian members of

the opposite sex gossiping in a

far corner completed the scene of -

well, the scene. The lady in charge

apologised for the disarray and told

me that I would get a better

impression if I came back in the

evening.

And she was right. Arriving about

seven I found five members already

lined up at the bar and when I

joined them they made me most welcome.

Dinner was served at eight and was

excellent with most of the members

including with their dinner a carafe

or bottle of wine. When I returned

to the bar lounge an hour later it

was rapidly filling with about equal

numbers of men and women. By eleven

there was standing room only and not

much of that. By midnight the crowd

had practically congealed into a

.solid mass of humanity with everyone

clutching a glass and shouting into

his neighbours ear in an attempt to

make himself heard above the din,

In case I have given the impression

that the Dublin Arts Club members are

a hard-drinking crew that is the

impression I intended. But I would

add that most of the faces looked

either dramatic or intellectual or

distinguished and often all three

and I understand their achievements

in the arts match their faces altho

I didn't recognize many of the big

names with the exception of Peter

O'Toole,
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W a word of advice: don't miss the

Arts Club, they are a great bunch

of fellows and girls and you'll

have fun. A word of warning: if

you have a car leave it at your

hotel and use a taxi. Or, better

still walk home - a three or four

mile walk would be just the very

thing after an evening at the

Dublin Arts Club. I.B.L.

And here is a letter from Frank

Prendergast to Philip Clark.

Tucson, Ariz. Jan.20/74

"The melancholy days have come, the

saddest of the year," as we are wont

to say when the sad, sour sounds of

S Income Tax discussions, admonitions

and headaches fill the air, and if

your good nature has not already

been overtaxed, may I ask will you

be so kind to send me a packet of

the documents I shall have to dispose

of before April 30. I expect to re-

ceive some officially, of course,

sort of big shot stuff with my name

and number displayed thereon as on a

prize steer at a livestock sale, and

likewise destined to have his bones

picked. I am loyally assuming that

the Canadian authorities will do a

better job than their U.S. counter-

parts and get them out fault free.

And so they should when not exposed

to such fascinating distractions as

Watergates, ITT's, Hiding Hughes and

vanished Vescos. Enough of that!

Energy, that is to say, not enough

of it, is now beginning to obscure

such trivialities as fraud, perjury

and piffle. W.F.P.

FRANKly Speaking

A jcot when sending a wire found the

cost to be 50 cents for 10 words with

no charge for the signature. Would

you send only the signature he asked

cannily ? Thinking he was joking the

telegrapher agreed. It may sound

funny said the Scot but I'm really

an Indian and my full name is "I

won't be home till Friday."

0! 0! 0!

(The above came direct from Frank

De.nton in the Orthopaedic Hospital

(967-8574) where he receives tender,

loving care from the girls and

keeps them in gales of laughter.)

**•*•*•*•-:-** -3* -* *x

We were flattered to receive and

welcome Alexander Archdale of the

Savage Club of London, England. He

brought with him James Grout, his

fellow actor and director of "Lloyd

George Knew My Father" at the Royal

Alexander T heatre in January.

Congratulations to Dr. R.E.G."DicK"

Davis who has been made a Fellow

of the Order of Canada, We believe

he and "Chuck" Matthews will receive

their honours in April.
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THE LIBRARY

Perhaps one of the most used

reference tools in any art library

is the American Art Directory, and

for this reason we feel it important

to periodically place an up-dated

copy in our own library. The 1974

edition has changed in a number of

ways and, although it is still

published by R.R. Bowker, it is

identified as being edited by the

Jacques Cattell Press and copyright

by the Xerox Corporation. Pertinent

Canadian information is found in the

18 pages devoted to Canadian Art

Organizations By Province and in

the six pages devoted to Canadian

Art Schools. There are also

sections listing Art Magazines,

Newspaper Critics, Scholarships &

Fellowships, etc.

The attention of members is

drawn to a periodical now to be

found on the magazine stand; it is

entitled American Artist. Browse

through it, for it seems to have

something of interest for almost

everyone,

X X X X X X X X

John Grier has given to the library

an unusual book, handsomely

illustrated, entitled The Artists 1' &

Writers' Cookbook. Rothmans Ltd.

have sent two catalogues with fine

colour plates; the one now on

display is entitled Models &

Michelangelo.

THE ARCHIVES

Our affiliate in New York - the

Salmagundi Club - publish a four-

page monthly letter entitled The

Salmagundian. Recent issues have

contained a capsule history and a

photograph of their affiliates

around the world. Their January

issue devoted almost two columns to

the A. & L., including a picture of

the exterior of our Club taken by

Bill Shelden. The editor of the

Salmagundian augmented some inform-

ation sent to him by extracting

references to certain events from

Bridle's Story Of The Club, a copy

of which is in their library. The

only disturbing note in all this is

that our American confreres might

wonder why a British instead of a

Canadian flag flies above our Club'ts

*entrance,

The recent display of MacDonald's

work in the lounge was preserved in

fine coloured photographs by Bill

Shelden. Duplicates were ordered,

and some photos were sent to lenders

to the exhibition such as Thoreau

MacDonald. Some went into the

archives book, while a complete set

went into the album reserved for

recording all exhibits, which have

been prepared from material existing

in the Club archives and/or library,

Warm thanks to those who have help-

ed in carrying on the work of the

library and archives in the past ten

weeks, especially Ted Brock and

Charles Carter, H.B,
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A. Y. JACKSON

April 1974

My last Sketching Trip

with A. Y. Jackson

by A. J. Casson

Over a span of fifty years I have

spent many happy times with A.Y.

Jackson on sketching trips. One in

particular stands out in my memory,

and that was the last time we were

together for a day. A.Y. was then

in his eighties and just as full of

enthusiasm as I remember him as a

young man. He loved the adventure

of finding a new place to paint and

I . 3
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once in later years told me that

he did not want to paint any more

canvases, that is large ones, there

was more fun in working outdoors

and it was more exciting.

He was visiting with friends at

Halfway Lake and while there, heard

that I was coming up to Combermere.

He sent a message to our camp say-

ing that he had a good sketching

spot and wanted me to come over

so that we could spend a day

together. We arranged to pick him

up at half past seven the next

morning as he was always impatient

to get an early start.

I thought I knew the district well,

but he took us to a new location

that I had never seen. It was an

ideal spot. We were on a long ridge

covered with massive boulders

surrounded by high hills in full

autumn colour. That part was fine,

but the weather conditions were

terrible. It was one of those days

we often get in October, a black sky,

a biting wind and a fine sleet fall-

ing. We worked till noon and then

had a break for luncho We made a

fire to warm our hands and also to

brew a bucket of tea. We had our

standard lunch consisting of thick

sandwiches of bully beef and spanish

onion,a chunk of cheese and an apple,

By four in the afternoon I was near-

ly frozen and got up to run around

to get my blood moving. I went over

to where A.Y. was working and as he@

was quite deaf, he didn't hear me

coming, so I stood and watched for

a few minutes. His coat was wide

open, he had a blue beret stuck on

the side of his head and was humming

a French Canadian folk song. I

remarked that it was awful weather,

he looked up and grunted "Wonderful".

He was thoroughly enjoying himself.

About five o'clock he came over to

me and said he had finished the

sketch he was working on and would

go and make a pencil sketch while I

completed my sketch. A short time

later I packed up and began looking

for A.Y.. He was not in sight. I

wandered around for a while and

happened to look up at the hills,

and there he was on top of the

highest one waving to me.

We went back to his camp for dinner,

When we arrived he produced a bottle

of Harvey's Shooting Sherry and this

with some additions promised a merry

evening. His hosts gave us an

enormous dinner of chicken with all

the trimmings, pie, cake, etc. When

dinner was over I turned to speak to

A.Y. as usual he was fast asleep.

Smart Man !! that is one of the

reasons for his long life.

A.Y. had spent a day doing the

thing he loved best, painting

outdoors. I shall always cherish a

the memory of our last sketching

trip together. Alfred J. Casson.
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A.Y. JACKSON, 1882 - 1974

A great Canadian and a most

distinguished Life member of the

Arts and Letters Club, A.Y. Jackson,

died on April 5th, 1974. He was

in his 92nd year.

In Ottawa State Secretary Hugh

Faulkener said: "one of the most

brilliant chapters in Canadian 
Art

is ended with Jackson's death."

In 1914 he painted in Algonquin

Park with Tom Thomson and later that

year went overseas as a private. He

was wounded at Maple Copse in 1916

and while recuperating in England

* was appointed as an official

Canadian war artist.

Returning to Canada he joined 
the

A & L Club in 1913, and in 1920 was

a founder member of the now 
famous

Group of Seven, all of whom 
were

Club Members - A.Y. Jackson, Lawren

Harris, J.E.H. MacDonald, Fred

Varley, Arthur Lismer, Frank

Carmichael and Frank Johnston.

In 1926 A.J. Casson replaced

Johnston who had retired, and 
in

1931 Edwin Holgate was made a

member. They are the last survivors

and both are Club members.

Before moving to Manotick, near

Ottawa, in 1948 Jackson was 
an

active member of the Club and

0 retained his interest in it

until the last.

For his 90th birthday (Oct. 3rd

1972) a Committee of Club 
members

organized a Nation-wide "Homage to

A.Y. Jackson", Illness prevented

Alex from attending the dinner at

the Club to mark this event but he

sent warmest greetings and best

wishes. His last appearance was

at luncheon on his 89th birthday.

During his long lifetime "A.Y."

was the recipient of many honours,

He was one of the first to be maae

a Companion of the Order of Canada,

he was a Commander of the Order of

St. Michael and St. George. Seven

Canadian Universities had conferred

degrees on him and he was a member

of numerous Art Societies including

the Royal Canadian Academy and the

Ontario Society of Artists.

Most of all, however, he

appreciated the friendship of a

host of admirers in all walks of

life - Governors General, Prime

Ministers, fellow Artists and

especially the children, thousands

of whom greeted him in later years

in his studio home in Kleinburg.

But recognition and honours never

"went to his head" and he remained

the same rugged, homespun and four-

square individual, strong in his

convictions and warm and constant

in his friendships.

Always approachable, his advice

was sought by young artists of

promise and he was frequently a

purchaser of their work also,
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at times some of these would

accompany him on sketching trips,

one of whom was Sir Frederick

Banting who was with him in the

Arctic and on a number of trips

to rural Quebec. "A.Y" was most

generous with his own work and

numerous gifts were made by him to

galleries across Canada.

In 1967 he suffered a stroke and

since then had made his home with

Bob and Signe McMichael at the

McMichael Canadian Collection at

Kleinburg, where he was buried

beside his friends, Lawren Harris,

Arthur Lismer and Fred Varley.

An old friend, Barker Fairley paid

a very fitting tribute to "A.Y." at

the funeral service oh April 8th,

at which several honorary

pallbearers and many members

represented the Arts and Letters

Club.

Charles A.G. Matthews.

W. FRANK PRENDERGAST

Frank Prendergast died in March.

He was in his 80th year, and while

getting from about 70 to 80 wasn't

fun physically, I think he enjoyed

the achievement.

I knew him for just over 50 years,

I have a distinct recall about what

I considered our first encounter,-

it had something to do with a garden

,- though Frank always insisted that

there had been at least one earlier

event when I, red-faced, angry and

protesting, had grasped his hand as

in friendship.

He was a long-time, life-time,

(joining in 1920) gentle supporter

of this Club. Had it not been for

the War, he would probably have been

one of its presidents, but a

triumvirate of King, Gordon and

Mackenzie King consigned him to

Ottawa where his talent was directed

to persuading the country that price

controls and rationing were nice and

that haggis was not a dish to be

removed from meatless Tuesday menus.

In any case he served as Vice-

President under his late friend,

Ivor Lewis.

In his early years in Toronto, he

lived in Port Credit to and from

which village he travelled daily on

the old radial or the train. It

was neither rare or common for Frank

to fall asleep on the vehicle on his

way home after an evening at the Club,

to wake in Oakville and to walk the

7 miles back to Port Credit,arriving

just in time to get transportation

back to Toronto for work.

A man of wit, humour and keen

intelligence, I enjoyed observing

him first as an employee of Motor

Magazine and then of the Ford Motor

Company, but never the owner of an

automobile. Not quite true ! Ford

made sure he drove one of its
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"Products", and when he came to

Imperial Oil, that Company thought

it proper for him to use Marvelube

Motor Oil and Three Star gasoline,

names of his own devising,

An event in the Club's life was

his organization of opposition to a

deceased, famous and sometimes

arrogant member who assumed an

unopposed elevation. Balloons were

Frank's specialty, and needles his

stock-in-trade. He couldn't let

such a thing happen, particularly in

the early years so he ran a slate

which focused attention not without

humour upon the privilege of the

ballot. I do not recall the result

but I am sure the Club does.

* He brought me to the Club many

times for lunch and directed me to

see many shows before he endorsed

my membershipo Such was my

enthusiasm then, in the event, that

the distinction and honour of

belonging did not have to be

explained or detailed.

The Knocker's table, the Hotarians,

were things of pride to him. He was

devastating in the presence of

pomposity but humble and considerate

with man. His paper on "The

Institutionalization of Art in

Canada" was a delightful, sly and

funny talk which he delivered to the

Club about 40 years ago. I wonder

how many remember it ?

Frank's quiet support under what-

ever cover he chose to operate was

strength itself to many struggling

writers and artists, After all

these years, only he knows detail,

but I know the depth of his

interest, his understanding, and

his backing, I know the degrees

of his impatience too as he clearly

identified the self-seeking and

self-styled experts and the

superficial .critics.

Whatever happened to Frank in

Arizona, his memory is still at

the Club and it will be a long

time before most of you forget him,

in these later years, sitting at the

Round Table,just inside the door,

smiling benignly, observing critic-

ally and then eating carefully.

He was a fine man, a true gentle-

man. I should know,

Walter F. Prendergast.

*****************************

ARTHUR LIONEL STEVENSON

A Life member who joined the Club

in 1923, Lionel Stevenson died last

December at his alma mater the

University of B.C. He had been

head of the English department at

Duke University for the preceding

twenty years. A poet and an author

he was one of the world's leading

authorities on Victorian literature,

From Durham, North Carolina,

Lillian S. Stevenson, his widow,

writes "Lionel was always proud

to be a member." Our sincere

sympathy and gratitude for 
the

thoughtfulness in writing to 
us

goes to her.
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ROBIN H. STRACHAN

Robin Strachan passed away on April

16 at Las Palmas, Canary Islands,

having taken ill while on holiday

there. We extend our sincere

sympathy to his wife, Kits, his

daughter Janet (Mrs.David Cameron),

and his son Bob.

Robin was born at Cambridge,

England, and went to Rossall School

in Lancashire, where he became a

Head Boy and captained the rugby

and cricket teams. In 1934 he

graduated from Cambridge University

with an M.A., and until 1937 served

as a Political Officer in what was

then the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. He

came to Canada in 1937 and until the

war was Assistant Housemaster of

Seaton's at Upper Canada College,

teaching English and Latin.

In 1939 Robin joined the British

Army, but was quickly assigned to

the Colonial Office. He became

Resident Adviser to the Sultan of

Hadhramaut in southeastern

Arabia, and also during this

turbulent period spent a brief

time as aide-de-camp to the Governor

of Aden. In 1943 he joined the

Royal Canadian Navy, and served in

operational intelligence until

the end of the war.

His career in Canadian book

publishing began in 1946, when he

was appointed by Cambridge

University Press and Macmillan of

Canada as manager of the Cambridge

University Press Department in the

latter company. He went on to

become head of the College and

Medical Department at Macmillan and

Secretary of the Company, serving

in that capacity until his

appointment as Director of McGill

University Press in 1966.

Subsequently he organized the

arrangements by which McGill

University and Queen's University

cooperated in the establishment of

McGill-Queen's University Press.

Always modest about his own

abilities he yet became the most

respected as well as the best-loved

figure in university-level publish-

ing in this country, and his

influence on Canadian publishing has

been profound and beneficial.

Robin was a member of the Arts and

Letters Club since 1950, and was

one of the most active and committed

members, freely devoting time and

energy to the patient chores of

committee work as well as

participating in the Spring Show and

other Club activities. He served as

President in 1966/67 and the

excellent portrait by Tom McNeely

which hangs in the Club dates

from that time.

He was characteristically energetic

as President, but his move to

Montreal prevented him from
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completing the normal two-year term.

The A and L Club was always dear

to Robin's heart. After his move

to Montreal he kept in touch

through his membership in the Past

Presidents' Advisory Committee and

maintained a warm interest in club

affairs.

Robin's friends were many and the

depth of their affection was great.

He was the kind of man whom people

feel they have best described when

they say simply,"He was a gentleman.

With his passing, all the lights

have dimmed.

Patrick Meany.

* TODD RUSSELL

Born in England, Todd Russell

spent his boyhood in Grimsby. He

broke into radio in the thirties as

a singer and a piano player at

CKLW, Windsor, Ontario.

Moving to New York he became one

of the busiest announcers on networ)

radio during the forties and fifties

on such programs as"Strike It Rich.'

Returning to Canada he worked for

CBC and CFRB and eight years ago

joined CHFI FM. He became a member

of the Club in 1970. We will miss

him.

***** ******* ************

We have just received the sad

' news that still another Life

member, Milton Blackstone, has

died. His obituary will appear

in our next issue,

March the 12th brought us luncheon

speaker, Dr. Oskar Morawetz.

Professor Morawetz recalled many

aspects of his experiences leading

to the completion of his work "From

the Diary of Anne Frank",being music

for some of the significant passages

of the Diary. We were permitted to

share with him some of his perception

of and sense of identification with

the great human qualities and deep

tragedy bound up in her story.

" Dr. Morawetz later expressed

concern that he had spoken too long;

however, as he had allowed his memory

to recall the many remarkable aspects

of the complex background of Anne's

story we too had been carried away by

his sensitive awareness and deeply

felt involvement in her story and the

resulting creation of his music.

Wentworth D. Walker,

The Honourable Pauline McGibbon,

new Lieutenant Governor of Ontario

k and first lady to hold that

distinguished office in Canada, is

happily wed to Don McGibbon. Don

has been a member of the Club these

many years. We look forward to

welcoming Her Honour at a Ladies'

Night.

FRANKiy speaking:

Wife, reading husband's fortune card

to him:"You are a leader of men,you

are brave, handsome, strong and

popular with the ladies." She

paused,"It has your weight wrong too."

0! 0! O!
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W.O. Mitchell in his delightful

inimitable style gave us a rare

treat at the March 29th monthly

dinner. Seldom have we had such a

unanimous verdict. "Wasn't that

great", was heard on every side.

The flavour of our Canadian "short

grass" writer came through with his

first irreverant, hilarious words. He

quoted from a letter he had written

to former premier Manning. The

letter gave Manning hell because two

of his ministers publicly declared

that Salinger's "Catcher in the Rye"

should be banned for being immoral,

dirty, pornographic and evil. W.O.

demanded equal recognition for local

talent. He was sure that much of his

own work would top Salinger in all

those dangerous "dirty" thoughts that

had so upset Manning's distinguished

ministers. He pointed out that it was

grossly unfair for a native son with

such obvious qualifications to be

ignored when ministerial condemnation

was being dished out and he demanded

that the injustice be remedied.

This got us off to an excellent

start. Before our speaker had

finished many of us who had never

had the privilege of meeting W.0o

personally were thinking of him

familiarly as "Bill". In addition to

the many belly laughs, he provided

for us, Bill Mitchell gave us some

insight into the influences which

work on the sensitivities of an

artist to shape the character of

his work°  We were also privileged

to get glimpses of some of the

characters in his recent book

"The Vanishing Point".

It was a great evening. Those who

missed it are the losers, Ian

Cameron expressed our thanks in a

few well-chosen words. Our thanks

should also go to Sandy Stewart who

arranged the program. But what is

he going to do for an encore ?

Ralph J. Albrant.

In a stimulating luncheon speech

to the Club on April 4 to celebrate

his assumption of the editorship of

Performing Arts magazine, Arnold

Edinborough outlined the phenomenal

growth of cultural activities in @

Canada over the past 15 years,

Such growth, funded hitherto

largely by the Canada Council and by

the Arts Councils of the provinces,

is now in serious need of funds.

The speaker indicated that the

business sector must now be more

methodically tapped for support

and finished by suggesting how this

might be done, especially for the

innovative new developments in the

performing and visual arts.

(This was one of the most lucid,

clearly delivered and interesting

speeches of many a moon).

Congratulations to Floyd Chalmers

who was presented with one of four

Diplomes d'Honneur by Governor

General Jules Leger and with the

Civic Award of Merit by Toronto.
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ARS LONGA

There is a beautiful and moving tribute

to the late Dr. A. Y. Jackson elsewhere

in this publication. We shall not try to

emulate it. We remember him in the

Studio Building painting a sweeping

canvas of the foothills, surrounded by

a number of artists while a folksinger

strummed away in the corner. A genial

host and a delightful social evening.

Other fragmentary memories of The

Group of Seven include Frank

Carmichael adjuring us to sketch an old

fashioned two-piece telephone, (it was

contemporary then') in as few lines as

possible...no doodling around.

Lawren Harris in Vancouver welcoming

an aged Mother who wanted to go to the

Gallery rather than rest, with "Hello

* Janet - I haven't seen you for ages. "

and as a result, your amanuensis saw

far more Emily Carr's than if he had

gone by himself.

The Club was the scene of a handsome

exhibition of the work of Paraskeva

Clark and her son Ben, launched with

an opening night attended by many of

her friends and colleagues. Paraskeva
Clark has brought a European flair and

dash to the Canadian art scene and she

has really earned a secure place in the

Canadian art world. Her work is as

dynamic as ever and she also can design

her paintings in a very contemporary

way while remaining true to her

individual thought and vision. Nobody

can tell Paraskeva what to do in life or

in paint.

Ben has inherited this sound colour

sense. His monoprints, etchings and

* other works on view showed a fine

talent that has been developed through

hard work and a creative approach.

A fine exhibition that was a tribute to

the Club,

We hear that Peter Wilch has received a

request to exhibit at Stratford. You will

remember his drawings that also found

favour with patrons on a well-attended

opening night.

At the Annual Exhibition of The Ontario

Society of Artists, held at the O'Keefe

Centre, the panel of judges, all O.S.A.

Past-Presidents and distinguished

members of the Club selected the winner

of the $500 Arts and Letters Club

Purchase Award. Look for this beautiful

high relief sculpture "Silent Objection" in

the Club soon by the distinguished sculptor

Augusts Kopmanis.

Funds for this purchase came from

commissions on sales of art at the Club.

A good way to reinvest in the arts.

The Gallery Moos had a highly succesful

exhibition by Ray Cattell. The critics

were enthusiastic. Ray's exhibitions

are always events of artistic significance.

How he accomplishes so much, in the

same 24 hours that the rest of us have,

is miraculousl

John Gould with his powerful yet lyrical

drawings and Charles Redfern with his

dramatic water-colour portraits,

beautifully atmospheric oils - one broken

egg alone @ $1, 000 a bargain at today's

prices.

Both at Roberts Gallery where the works

of Sir Frederick Banting are currently

gracing the walls. He was a superb

painter in his own right. Such a twentieth

century Renaissance man dwarfs some of

those who nourish a single, sheltered

little talent.

Ron Bolt with two one-man shows opening

within a couple of weeks: Stylized high

realism at the Beckett Gallery in

Hamilton and ocean paintings at the Lillian

Morrison Gallery here.

John A. Morrow
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THE LIBRARY

Philip Clark made a recommendation

to the Executive Committee that the

Club honour the memory of the late

Frank Prendergast by adding a

suitable book to our library; the

suggestion met with unanimous

approval. The book chosen was the

1974 re-issue of Caricature History

Of Canadian Politics by J.W.

Bengough. The book is Canadian,

it is journalism, and it is amusing

- doubtless a trio of virtues that

Frank would have approved of. One

of the Club's lettering men will

inscribe the book as a purchase

made to salute the memory of Frank,

a Life member, whose membership

extended from January 1920 to

March 1974.

Canadian Folk Songs Old And New

comprise a collection selected and

transcribed by former member John

Murray Gibbon. The book was first

published by J.M. Dent in 1927 and

contains decorations by Frank M.

Johnston, Britain 1974 is an

official handbook prepared by the

Central Office in London. In 520

pages it contains all you would

ever want to know about Britain,

and probably a good deal more

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Ron Vickers has kindly given to

our library a copy of a very

handsome new book entitled Painters

In A New Land. The book contains over

200 illustrations, many of landscape

paintings done between 1778 and 1898.

The authorative text is by Michael

Bell, who until recently was the

Curator of Paintings Drawings and

Prints at the Public Archives of

Canada. The more than 100 full-

colour photographs were taken by

Ron Vickers.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Philip Clark will be giving up

his role as Treesurer after the

ANNUAL MEETING on MAY 24th next.

Bearing in mind the many tasks

Philip has performed which were

beyond those normally expected of

an honorary Treasurer, the Executive

has contracted, as from March 1974,

with an outside accountant, Mr.

Richard Thompson, to perform many

of the continuing accounting

services formerly provided by

Philip Clark.

The A.Y. Jackson Committee has

produced a colour post card of the

A.Y. JACKSON LAKE, Killarney Park,

Georgian Bay. This is a unique

souvenir - use it for hasty notes

and greeting cards.

Special price for members:

2 for 15! 20 for $1.50

--
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! HIT THE RIGHT NOTE I

"Hit the right note, and then

your spirit will float," rang out

loud and clear as Jack Yocom and'

Wilf White's spirited'playing of

the catchy hit tune opened the

Annual Spring Revue on Monday

* evening, April 29th. The Revue

amused and delighted packed houses

(carefully and comfortably packed

in by John Irwin and Connie Rice)

all week, until the talented cast

brought the final curtain down with

"Hit the right note, just sing it

low, Hit the right note and close

the show,"

The keynote from the first

rehearsal to that final curtain

was teamwork and cooperation.

Under the leadership and

expertise of Director Pat Hume;

production by Gordon Rice assisted

by John Scott which overcame all

obstacles; stage and programme

* design by John Snell and lighting

by Ray Phelps ably seconded by

John McLean and Clive Clark, we

were off to the races. That 25

year veteran, Roly Pincoe,

imperturbably managed the Stage

with his picked (not pickled) crew

of Walter Packman, Phil Ambrose,

John North, John Renouf, Bill McCoy

and Wentworth Walker. Mike Schilder

handled the costumes in his own

inimitable fashion and Jack Prior

managed the house with his customary

aplomb, not a whit disturbed by

losing the shirt off his back and

popping his studs.

A 'voice pattern' that decorated

our walls, a grand piano, a juke box

that lit up the stage and prancing

horses, were but a few of the

creations of our 'corps' of artists,

Lou Hartley, Maurice Snelgrove, Rob

Cumine, Al Rae, Jack French, Oxford

McNeill and Al Collier,

With such a stable of writers as

Norm McMurrich, Ed Kasdan, Cal Wilson,

Sid Johnson, Harry Maude, Pat Hume

and Frank Denton (who cheerfully

produced a flock of jokes from his

one-time hospital bed of pain,) who

could ask for anyone more ?

But what is a musical without

music ? That unique flavour was

-t
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created and sustained by the lively,

haunting melodies composed by Jack

Yocom, Wilf White, R. Johnston,

Horace Lapp, Keith Bissell and Paul

Sweetman. To John Cozens whose

potent baton set the 'up' tempo and

to Vic Brooker and Ron Sorley for

their sparkling Intermission

Overture goes a musical salute.

But the performers give the

final performance. Who will forget

Cabaret with its lonely old lady

and decrepit old waiter galvanized

into life by Norma Clark and Pat

Hume: Good Queen Bess so amusingly

portrayed by Morna Wales: Jean

Edwards' 'toilet' rendition with

Ruth Pincos's 'flushes' right on:

Ted Brock's world-weary piano as

'femme fatale' Rose Mary Sowby

vamped Gary Hall (of the 'infernal'

triangle): that G. & S. diction of

Harry Maude that carried his

slightest whisper over Sandy

Stewart's new sound system: Brant

Rowe and Cal Wilson those mournful

friars: Frank Denton 'milking' his

jests: "The Ring of Wagner" that

condensed opera with Jean Edwards'

soaring arias, Eric Ford's superb

Siegfried and those heaving death

throes: Bill Shelden with 27

instantaneous costume changes,

matching his years with consummate

singing and actings and -

A very special thanks goes to

Dame Virginia North and her bevy

to the painters and builders etc. W

Space forbids more so suffice it to

say: We all had a wonderful time.

67th ANNUAL MEETING

On May 24th, that one-time

holiday, we elected Elmer S,

Phillips as our President for the

year 1974-75, with a strong

Executive to support him,

The EXECUTIVE are:

Vice President... J.N.P, Hume

Treasurer... Frank R, Stone

Secretary... Wentworth D. Walker

Honorary Counsel and

Associate Secretary... E.A.R. Newson

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

House... William A. Howard

Alternate... Harry Barberian

Monthly Dinners & Music...John Cozens

Luncheon Meetings...Charles E. Hendry

Ladies Nights... Ralph J,. Albrant

Art... John A. Morrow

Alternate... John D. Stohn

Christmas Show...A.J. Sandy Stewart

Alternate... Gordon Rice

Spring Show... L. Stephen Langmead

Membership... A.D. Tushingham

Planning... Norman H. McMurrich

Two-Year Term One-Year Term

Ralph J. Albrant Harry Barberian

John Cozens L.S. Langmead

Charles E. Hendry N.H. McMurrich

William A. Howard John A. Morrow

John D. Stohn Gordon Rice

of lovely bar maids, to the bar men, AD, Tushingham AJSStewart
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Fred Kemp was honoured for his

twenty years of sterling and

devoted service as an Executive of

the Club. He was presented with a

hand coloured sketch of the Club

entrance by Walter Coucill which

was beautifully inscribed by George

Foord. Fred's warmth and geniality

have endeared him to all of us,

The Election was heralded by the

Constitution sung by a strong Club

Choir with Jay Manning on the Gong.

After refreshment and an

excellent dinner David Uuchterlony

took the floor. Protesting that he

detested people who spoke about and

* showed slides, he proceeded to show

us how well this could be done.

David and four other musicians

flew to Nain in far northern

Labrador to investigate a musical

rumour. On landing they discovered

that church music brought in by the

Moravian Church 200 years ago was

still being used for church

services, Fascinated by the

Eskimos, whom he found a shy, proud

and philosophic race, he told us

that they suffer from 3 scourges:

Alcoholism, brought on by boredom;

T.B. brought by the whites and

V.D. largely because of the

prestige given to an Eskimo girl

* through bearing a white man's child.

* ** *** * ** ** ****S * -X XN*****X *** *

SIR EDMUND WALKER AND

CHARLES TRICK CURRELLY

On March 19 last an event involving

members of the Arts and Letters

Club, past and present, took place

at the Royal Ontario Museum. The

date was the sixtieth anniversary

of the opening of the Museum's

first building and it became,

logically, the occasion for two

separate but related celebrations.

The Museum Board had decided it

was a fitting time to pay tribute

to Sir Edmund Walker, the first

Chairman and other members of the

Museum's first Board. It was these

men and women, representitives of

the Ontario government, the

University of Toronto, and the

general public who through their

imagination, drive and personal

influence founded the Museum in

1912 and went forward to build it

and endow it with large gifts from

their own pockets. Walker was him-

self a Club member and was also

closely connected with the affairs

of the Art Gallery of Toronto (as

it then was). Dr. Walter Tovell,

Director of the ROM, (and Club

member), was master of ceremonies

and introduced Mr. Murray Bell,

grand-son-in-law (if there is such

an expression) of Sir Edmund who

presented a masterly and well-

researched tribute before an
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audience largely composed of

descendents of that first Board.

He then opened a small commemorative

exhibition which, through photo-

graphs and representative pieces

from the wealth of gifts of members

of the first Board, put their

magnificent contribution to Ontario

and Canada in its proper

perspective.

A related event was sponsored by

the Ontario Archaelogical and

Historic Sites Board which had

prepared one of its famous bronze

placques in memory of Charles Trick

Currelly, also a Club member, for

erection on the Museum grounds just

inside the wrought-iron fence along

Bloor Street. Doug Tushingham paid

tribute to Currelly for his role in

kindling the imagination of

Torontonians for a Museum which

should take the world as its

territory, and for his direction

of the Royal Ontario Museum of

Archaeology from its founding

until .1946.

Personal interest, relationship

to the founders of the Museum, or

closer connection with the Museum

brought many other A&L members out

for the event: Wentworth Walker,

Edgar Stone, Charlie Carter, Max

Henderson, Ted Heinrich and Bill

Swinton.

A. Douglas Tushingham.

-) - -* t -W -W -W- - K- S * - -X" -J- " M-» -X- -)X- -»- -! -X- -N'- -*- "* "W • • • • •" • • • • • • •

THE CHAMBER PLAYERS OF TORONTO

Concert April 10, 1974.

The following programme was performed

after dinner in the Great Hall for

members and their guests.

BRITTEN: SIMPLE SYMPHONY

TURINA: ORACION DEL TUREHO

TCHAIKOWSKY: SERENADE FOR

STRINGS op. 48

This programme may serve as a model

for such an evening. It is short.

It is interesting but not obscure.

It presents modern (Twentieth

Century) music which is also

beautiful. The final number is

Romantic and popular. It lies well

within the scope of the performers

and the audience. It was a delight-

ful event. We look forward to next

season.

F. Van V. Snell

S*** .- **•* * * * ***** * *••x * X- -•* -- -*****-

We welcomed Dr. Gerald Knight,

Overseas Commissioner for the Royal

School of Church Music at our lunch

on May 21st. In a quiet, charming

and amusing chat he told us some-

thing of his 1937 to 1952 life as

organist and choir master at

Canterbury Cathedral.

With an excellent turnout of our

own organists, our appreciation was

gracefully given by his old friend,

Charlie Peaker.

*
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! SCRUTINY ON THE BOUNTY !

* May 15, 1974.

"I am retiring, not resigning,"

insisted Philip Clark to the large

and grateful 'crew' who had gathered

to pay tribute to his fifteen years

of successful, solid and creative

financing as Treasurer, plus the

multitude of further contributions

he has made for the well being of

his beloved Club.

The Past Presidents, Cleeve Home,

David Ouchterlony, Ian Cameron,

John Yocom, William Swinton and John

Irwin took us all on a happy cruise

aboard the Good Ship Bounty, complete

with a Sea 'Shanty' and a Hornpipe,

composed, sung and danced by these

* jolly tars.

The decks were cleared for action

with a speech from each, extolling

Philip's virtues and their deep debts

to him. They brought gifts - a drink

at current prices - a wee doch-an

doris drunk by Ian Cameron in Scotland

and elevation to 'pro' because his

balance sheet is 'a work of art'.

Phil with his first (and last)

mate, Paraskeva, was vigorously

propelled on deck (the stage) clothed

in Admiral's uniform and graciously

received the thanks he so richly

deserved and to which he responded

so heartily.

And so "If we keep in mind the

* lessons of old Mariner Phil... The

Bounty's sure to reach her berth

THE DHAMA GROUP

"We must have more of this kind

of creative evening," exclaimed author

Herman Voaden, leaping to his feet

as Bob Christie verbally brought the

curtain down on a superior reading of

Robertson Davies' "Fortune, My Foe",

on May 28th. The solid applause from

we the audience who sat for two and

a half solid hours on hard chairs

testified to our complete agreement.

A 'word' play, controversial in

1949, one of a very few important

Canadian plays and great fun, said

Bob Christie who directed with Ed

Kasdan and Ted Brock producing,

Starring were the entire cast: **

Gary Hall, Ted Brock, Robert Christie,

Ed Kasdan, Bill Shelden, Ken Jarvis,

Rose Mary Sowby, Norma Clark, Morna

Wales and Cal Wilson. **

It's always a thrill to turn on

TV or Radio and see or hear a Club

member holding forth. Recently we

have enjoyed Merrill Denison on an

hour long CBC documentary with a

tribute by Hugh MacLennan; Bill

Little on "The Education of Mike

McManus" : and Bob Christie as Sir

John A, and Colonel By.

Ars Longa is postponed until our

next issue because of the dearth of

Club Art news. John Morrow asks us

to enjoy the Heritage pictures now

on our walls before they return to

the Heritage room, when Caravan

with dough and good will." begins,
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MILTON BLACKSTONE

Milton Blackstone always

remembered a French violin solo

with which he entertained Sir

Wilfred Laurier in 1913, when that

great man dined at the Club, and,

to quote Augustus Bridle, "all the

members rose to cheer in a

flutter of napkins."

Forsaking the French violin for

the Viola, he played in a Trio

with Geza de Kresz and Boris

Hambourg in 1924.

Milton began his long and

distinguished musical career with

the famous Hart House String

Quartette, in 1925. On April 25th

they played their first concert at

Hart House with Geza de Kresz as

first violin, Harry Adaskin second

violin, Boris Hambourg violincello

and Milton Blackstone viola. They

continued playing until March 1947.

Milton also played with an

orchestra at the Uptown Theatre

for the run of the Vaughan Glazier

players. He instituted a concert

management plan to help his fellow

musicians.

An enthusiastic fisherman he

often fished Lake Simcoe and Lake

Rosseau with his old friend

George Hainl.

J. Worthington Jull.

HILTON SMITH

Hilton Smith was a non-resident

member. Born in England where he

spent his early years he came to

Toronto where he became an assist-

ant to Chief Librarian Campbell.

He specialized in library lighting

and becoming an expert wrote

several text books on proper

lighting facilities for libraries.

Upon retirement from the Toronto

Public Library System he moved to

Victoria, B.C., where he fulfilled

a life time ambition by opening

his own book shop which he called

the Adelphi Book Shop. He special-

ized in children's and North West

Pacific Coast books.

During the last year he had a

serious illness which necessitated

closing out the book shop.

He will be missed by those who

remember him at the Club.

Hunter Bishop.

Jack McLaren writes -'"The

Hotarian's Dinner* was the highlight

of all Club dinners. Frank had a

movie camera on the street in front

of the Club entrance photographing

all the members and guests going

into the Club. Each diner was given

a cardboard pie plate with 'Bert'

printed on it to wear as a name card.

The 'Hotarians' was a penetrating

burlesque of all Service Club lunches.

It included a large 'Sing damn you

sing' banner and finally the

projecting of the results of the

movie camera - a long line of cows

entering a pasture.

W.Frank Prendergast. What a man!"
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THE LIBRARY

Two Hundred Years Of North

American Indian Art was published

by Praeger in association with the

Whitney Museum of American Art. A

number of the 150 illustrations are

in full colour, and there is an

extensive bibliography. The Great

Pianists From Mozart To The Present

was written by Harold C. Schonberg,

senior music critic of the New York

Times. There are a number of very

interesting photographs of the

older pianists; also, the book is

useful in many ways such as

providing correct spellings and

dates and in helping one

differentiate between Hoffmann,

Joseph and Hoffman, Richard, or

between the Rubinsteins: Anton

and Artur.

XXXXXXXXXX

Philip Clark has kindly given

to our library a copy of a new book

entitled Douglas Duncan, A Memorial

Portrait. It was edited by the late

Alan Jarvis and contains 11 personal

recollections by Duncan's friends;

one of the recollections was

written by Paraskeva Clark. As an

adjunct to this book there is now

also on display a catalogue which

was prepared by the National

Gallery for its show in the Spring

of 1971 entitled Gift Of The

Douglas M, Duncan Collection.

Other items which have been

given to the library include

Cultural Affairs 6 (a Special

Number On Canada And The Arts);

Theatre And The Arts (Art Gallery,

U. of Waterloo); Ten Pulp And Paper

Paintings (commissioned by the C.P.

P. Association and published in

1948),

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

THE ARCHIVES

Currently being shown in the

display cases in the Lounge is a

representitive selection of

exhibition catalogues of Canadian

group shows which were held before

the year 1940. There are some

rather rare examples of catalogues

in this show, which ranges in time

from an O.S.A. catalogue of 1891

to one of 1939. A discrete little

sign in each display case requests

that anyone who has catalogues of

a similar nature which they would

like to add to our collection should

contact the archivist.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Chuck Matthews has given one

of a limited edition of lithographs

which was produced of the cartoon

which accompanied the Globe &

Mail's editorial on the death of

A.Y. Jackson. Elmer Phillips has

0

- "
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given three photographs taken of

the group of old salts which

gathered for lunch at the Club in

connection with the reunion this

Spring of the cast of the war-time

show Meet The Navy. Reginald

stewart has kindly sent some items

of interest for the Club's

archives. Ethel Wardropper has

given several photographs relating

to the presidency of her late

husband Jim.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS SPRING
- --- --

A special evening meeting of the

Executive Committee was held to

decide upon plans for the

reconstruction of the stage (this

was an on-going project that took

years to complete). Sprinkled

throughout the season were a number

of musical events, including one in

which the piano accompaniment wps

provided by "the new conductor of

the New Symphony Orchestra"

(obviously a reference to Luigi

Von Kunitz). In March - on Shrove

Tuesday - the Club held what was

then a very important event of the

year: the Annual Masquerade Ball.

Throughout the season some of the

guests at the Club were Otis

Skinner, Ignace Friedman and

Balieff of the famous Chauvis

Souris.

In February the Club players

presented a triple bill: Autumn

Blooming by Fred Jacob, The Sickle

by Uritton Cooke, and Anton by

Arthur bchnitzler. In April another

triple bill was presented: The

Sentries by Wolfranc Hubbard,

Changes and Chances by Selwyn

Griffin, and A Fool And His Money

by Laurence Housman,

Hunter Bishop

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

FRANKly Speaking

A friend asked me "Do you

remember the rules of grammar we

learned at school ? For instance

can you parse a sentence ?"

"Yes," I said, "when I was a

Judge I often had to parse a

sentenceo"

0! 0! 0!

'Irma and Walter Coucill are

flying to Edmonton in July for the

exciting opening of the Aviation

Hall of Fame. Irma has completed

the 105 portraits of the aviators

who are being honoured. Colonel

Charles Lindhergh is to open the

affair.

Congratulations to Peter Weinric@

for his publication of the book

"A Select Biography of Tim Buck."

Deserves to be a milestone says

the reviewer.
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Dr. A, J, Casson, with his charm and

wit, launched the Club's cultural year

in a truly historic way.

He took his audiences back to his early

days in Hamilton and Toronto and held

i them enthralled as he recounted with-

out note s, many humorous anecdotes

about those times when a dollar was

really a dollar and he got two of them

a week as a profe s sional designer,

We were privileged to listen to the

story of an unfolding major talent told

with modesty and sincerity. We

journeyed through time and along the

way gathered plenty of fascinating

storie s about Rous and Mann and

Sampson-Matthews, members of the

Group of Seven and other famous

' /
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HISTORIC EVENINGS

figures in Club and Canadian art

history.

Following these remarks, delivered

with excellent timing, Dr. Casson

then commented on his painting trip to

England and Scotland while the

audiences had the unique privilege of

seeing projected slides, photographed

by Gordon Rice, of watercolours never

before shown by the artist. Stunning!

An architectural aspect of his talent that

benefited from his remarkable ability,

(probably greater than any other artist)

to organize quickly the chaos of nature

confronting him. If you question the

parenthetical comment, name any

other artist in history who can design

so exquisitely right on location and in

full colourl

Now, let us not ignore the visual

delights that surrounded his audiences.

On the walls of the Great Hall and the

Lounge hung sketches and paintings

from the private collections of Club

members and some associates of Club

members. These works revealed the

discernment of our contributing

We were delighted to receive a

letter from Robert McMichael at

the McMichael Canadian Collection

which reads:

"The following has just come to

my attention and as a Club member,

I felt I should pass it along to you.

On the recommendation of the

Ontario Geographic Names Board, the

Minister of Natural Resources, the

Honourable Leo Bernier has approved

the naming of two lakes in the

Kilarney area of Ontario, One is

named Carmichael Lake for the late

Franklin Carmichael a former Club

member. The other is called Casson

collectors and ranged from the early

1920's to the present - a truly

impressive exhibition:

Supplementing the exhibition of works

of art, the archival display in the

Lounge was a further tribute to the

artist and to the dedication and know-

ledge of Hunter Bishop.

Dr. Alfred Joseph Casson, known

affectionately by most Club members

as "Cass", was elected a member of

the Group of Seven in 1926. A Past-

President of The Royal Canadian

Academy and the Ontario Society of

Artists, he has won numerous awards

and received many important

commissions including the designing of

two beautiful Canadian stamps.

Over the years he has earned honours

for Canada and for himself and holds

the Doctor of Laws degree from both

the University of Western Ontario and

the University of Saskatchewan.

"Cass"' greatly honored his lucky

audiences on those memorable

evenings of September 17th and 18th.

All of us are deeply grateful to him.

John A. Morrow

Lake in honour of a present Life

Member of the Club, A.J. Casson."

Cass tells me that he had tried to

have a lake named after Frank, his

hardest taskmaster and best friend.

His application was denied. Later

he was informed that another lake

would be named Carmichael and that

he too would be honoured by the

naming of Casson Lake. Bread cast

upon the waters returns to him who

so well merits it. He hopes to

visit his lake to which he treked

through the forest in earlier days,

but this time by helicopter.

S***** 3 3 **************e 3- **********
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"MINDS ON THE MOVE"

You could tell from the crush at

the bar with Gunther valiantly

serving three thirsty souls at a

gulp that it would be a full and

enthusiastic audience. Every seat

was filled as we ate and awaited

the opening gun of Chick Hendry's

new series of luncheon speeches

on September 19th.

Ian Macdonald had been safely

piloted by Elmer Phillips through

the sex jungle of the Club's

environs so graphically portrayed

by Bob Christie's superb collection

of Yonge Street grafitti. He opened

"Minds on the Move" with a bang!

Ian spoke on the role of the

universities with particular

emphasis on York. He gave a clear

picture from his vantage points as

ex-Chief Economist, Deputy Treasurer

and Deputy Minister of Economics for

Ontario, and as President of York,

* who, as ex-President Sidney Smith of

the U.of T. was wont to say "must be

a ball of fire by day and a ball of

gas by night."

New priorities are decreasing

academic grants which are based on

the number of students. Research

must be provided by the academics

so that information given to the

politicians will ensure their re-

election. Then the universities

will be able to contribute the

quality of education that is so

vital to all of us.

Briefly introduced by Chick who

summarily disposed of two pages of

credits Ian was gracefully thanked

by Edward Stewart.

The ever vigilant Chuck Matthews

gave us a notable item -

FREDRICK STANLEY HAINES our former

President "whose energetic realism

in his pastoral landscapes and

surplus of 'joie de vivre'"made him

an outstanding member, was honoured
by an historical plaque unveiled by

Premier Davis at Meaford, the
Haines birthplace, on June 15th.

Bill Davis had a flat wheel on
the locomotive of the special train
he was driving to Meaford. He had
to be brought by car from Craigleith
and arrived in a landau for the
ceremony.

Charles Peaker and Herman Voaden
were honoured by the Governor General
who appointed them members of the
Order of Canada, Our heartiest
congratulations to them both for
this timely recognition of their
many contributions to Canada and
to the Club.

* * ****** * ********* *** * * ** *

Norman Alexander confided over a
cooling mug of ale that the past
months have been important in the
life of his family. On May 8th he
was eighty - he and his wife
celebrated their Golden Wedding
Anniversary on June 7th - and they
became great grandparents on July 16.

*^-X- * * * * * * ** ** ** * * * * -s-

Bill Shelden and your editor took
a short stroll from the Club to
member Martin Ahvenus's Village Book
Store now on the south side of Queen
just west of University. Greeted by
a sign reading "Back in 15 minutes",
we waited and then drifted across the
street to the Rex. There we found the
hospitable Marty who insisted on
treating us to a beer. Drop in and
if you see his sign, try the Rex.

******************** *******

Still more congratulations go to
John Bradshaw who is the first
Canadian to receive the American

Association of Nurserymen's Garden
Writer's Award.

*x- -X- -* -x - -* - -x- E- --, -- -- -*(- J. * -X- -* *-) * * * ** -* - %** ** * *
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On Thursday August 29 a new non-

resident member REX LE LACHEUR from

Ottawa joined a few of us for

lunch. Unfortunately with the

transit strike and the summer

somnolence only a corporal's guard

was on hand. Only Jay Manning,Lou

Hartley, Walter Coucill, Wentworth

Walker, Ace Williams another non-

resident from New York and Elmer

Phillips were able to enjoy the

entertaining anecdotes recounted

by Rex who had been brought to the

Club on previous occasions by Sir

Ernest MacMillan. Rex was a

baritone soloist with the

Metropolitan Opera and is a

composer. In fact he composed

Canada's Centennial Hymn. Rex

regaled his small audience with

wonderful stories of his

experiences at the Met with Ezio

Pinza, Maestro Pelletier, Madame

Schumann-Heink, Lawrence Tibbett

and others. We are all looking

forward to another occasion when

Rex can join us and perhaps speak

to a much larger audience of our

members.

Elmer Phillips,

FRANKly speaking:

Club-member John Bradshaw the

eminent gardenologist tells me a

treatment for the lawn,is to soak

it in gin. It comes up half-cut,

O! 0! 0!

Due to pressure of work Doug

Tushingham has resigned as Chairman

of the Membership Committee but

continues as its Secretary.

John Scott has graciously

consented to replace him and John

Irwin and John Ingram have been

added to strengthen the committee.

Our new Chairman suggests we

should give more details of our

new members.

Herewith our first -

Dr. Reginald E. Haist : "Reg"

Haist was born in Hamilton where

he attended High School. He was

a member of the Hart House Art

Committee and graduated from the a

U. of T. with a B.A., M.A., MD.,

PhD. He joined the Department of

Physiology in 1937, of which he is

now head. He was elected F.R.S.C.,

Royal Society of Canada.

He is a painter who specializes

in watercolours.

Our apologies to the "Freds", Kemp

and Shaw for the mixup in their

names. We did find out that we

really had more than one reader.

JOHN LAYNG

Architect and Town Planner John

Layng, 62, died of a heart attack on

September 8th 1974 and was buried in

Orono, near his home. At the service

honouring John, the minister spoke

of him as an activist,- - and that is

how we remember him at the Club. He

was one of the group who gathered B

around President Alex Panton in the

50s to revive Club spirit,including

the Spring Revue. He served on the

Executive, Membership, Building,and

Art Committees. When we voted to

refurbish our shabby quarters, John

took on the task as a labour of love,

designing the changes and

supervising the work.

John was involved in human values

more than financial values, - - his

buildings were usually homes,churches

or schools, with his Round High

School in Owen Sound as a pioneering

effort. His planning in several

Ontario communities stressed use by

people rather than by commerce. He

was the original planning consultant

to the Planning Advisory Committee

for the new regional government in

Durham County.

We have missed John in the Club

these last few years but his spirit

lives on in the pleasant and

comfortable front rooms with their

efficient use of limited space.

Alan C. Collier
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THE LIBRARY

. Artist And Advocate bears the

sub-title An Essay On Corporate

Patronage. It is co-edited by

Nina Kaiden, a leading consultant

to American industry in the field

of fine art, and by Bartlett Hayes,

the Director of the Addison Gallery

of American Art. The main thrust

of the modern corporate collectors

is towards the imaginative efforts

by the most avant garde artists

who are using new techniques,

materials and forms. There are

numerous illustrations, including

44 from the Mead Corporation

collection.

X X X

We have had a number of donations

to our library; brief acknowledge-

ment is made herewith:

Light-fingered John Irwin

presented a copy of The Champlain

* Road by a former member, the late

Frank McDowell. John liberated it

from the Reading Room of Reid's

Hotel, Funchal, Madeira. John also

presented a Toronto report entitled

Friends Of The Old City Hall.

(Wonder where he pinched that from?)

Ian Murray has given a copy of

former member F.B. Housser's

important book A Canadian Art

Movement.

Charles Carter has given a copy

of Hamilton Firsts, a soft-covered

reference book of which he is co-

author; it is hard to believe that

the quiet city of Hamilton has been

the home of so many "firsts".

Charles also passed along a paper-

back book, compiled and annotated

by non-resident member Peter

Weinrich, which is entitled A

Select Bibliography Of Tim Buck.

John Grier gave a copy of U.C.C.'s

Old Times; it contains an inform-

ative article by his brother

Crawford on their father the late

Sir Wyly Grier. The University

Alumnae Dramatic Club, in return

for some information from our

Club's archives, sent along a copy

of the script of their recently-

produced play entitled Muddy

Little York.

XXXX

THE ARCHIVES

During the summer months the

display cases in the lounge

contained an exhibition of art

catalogues of Canadian group shows

which had been held prior to 1940.

In addition to the catalogues, each

case contained a discrete little

sign with the following message:

"If you have unusual exhibition

catalogues of early Canadian group

shows which you would consider

donating to this collection please

contact the Club archivist."

After three months there had not

been one offer. Very disappointing.

Then the librarian of the Art Gallery

of Ontario came to see the display

and, in exchange for some duplicate

copies of The Lamps, donated six rare

old catalogues. And then A.J.Casson

gave an almost mint-condition copy

of the O.S.A. catalogue of 1891. So,

as Shakespeare said: "All's Well

That Ends Well."

At the time of writing these notes

the display cases contain material

gathered to supplement the excellent

retrospective exhibition arranged by

John Morrow, of paintings and draw-

ings by A.J. Casson. We are only

sorry that we were unable to retain

on display the gold badge which

identifies Casson as the Art adviser

to the Ontario Provincial Police.

But we are very pleased to announce

that archives have received a set of

the first-rate slides made by Gordon

Rice of water colours done by Casson

when on a trip to Britain.

X X X X

Our thanks go too, to Gordon Rice ,

for his excellent photograph of

"Cass" you find on Page One.
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Upon learning that our California
non-resident member, Percy Faith,
was to conduct the Toronto Symphony
at Ontario Place in early August
our President, Elmer Phillips, wrote
to him to ask if he would speak at
a luncheon meeting. Percy replied
that he was booked for two concerts,
four rehearsals and a number of
radio and television appearances,

plus visits with his family here.
He mentioned also that following
his concerts he planned a fishing
trip but hopefully on his return
would pay the Club a visit.

It is many years since Percy Faith
has performed in the A & L Club.
In the Story of the Club, Augustus

The Arts S Letters Club presents

an exciting new updated musical

version of that famous old melo-

drama "SWEENEY TODD, THE DEMON

BARBER OF ELM STREET"!

Join us at the Club, when Swee-

ney Todd sets out on his diaboli-

cally evil practice of doing in

his friends and neighbours! Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday, November

21, 22 and 23 at 8:30 p.m., with

a special teatime performance on

Sunday, November 24 at 4:30 p.m.

O$4N850
OWING...

Bridle writes of the 1938 Christmas
Dinner. "The stage was the thing.
The magnum opus was a jazz-music 0
satire on Christmas, pantomimed by
a ballet corps (choreography Volkoff,
a non-member) to a text sung by the
Men's Choir, all personalized by
Percy Faith, an expert broadcast
composer-musician."

"The production was enormously
clever: so audience-effective that
it was repeated for a Ladies' Day
programme during the Christmas Octave,
It was a new slant on the sacrosanct
old liturgy of Christmas as illustrated
in the Boar's Head pageantry."

Elmer Phillips

Starring Cal Wilson, David Fry,

Gary Hall, Bill Shelden, John Ingram

Norm McMurrich, Ed Kasdan and Ted

Brock, with special featured per-

formances by such well-known pro-

fessionals as Nonnie Griffin, Jean

Gill, Lynne Gorman, Mollie McMurrich

and Matthew Christie!

The show will be directed by Bob

Christie, produced by Ted Brock and

designed by Gerry Sevier. Don't

miss it! Order forms will be in the

mail shortly. Watch for them!

BECAUSE THERE ARE 51 MEMBERS

WHO HAVE NOT PAID THEIR DUES.

HAVE YOU PAID FOR 74/75?

WE WOULD PREFER A CHEQUE TO POSTING

YOUR NAME.

I · - I
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INTRODUCING NEW MEMBERS

If the well-being of an organization is gauged by the
quality of its new members, then the Arts & Letters
Club is fortunate. So far this year, we have wel-
comed 16 new members -- each with commendable talents.
The new pros include writers, artists, an art dir-
ector, a music teacher and an architect. The non-
pro list has been strengthened by an eminent jurist
and by senior business executives.

Meet the new members. Personal details have been
culled from application forms:

WILLIAM A. JAMES

is a noted scholar
and authority in chemical and
metallurgical technology - indeed
he is a professor in that important
discipline. His special hobbies are
stamps,coins and enology. Dr. James
will be a welcome addition to the
Club choir.Harry Maude please note.

N. KEMP McMEEKIN

is only 23, but
already well-known as a conservator.
He specializes in the conservation
of organic materials,mostly in the
art field: European, Far East,
Canadiana;ivory,bone, wood leather
and ceramics. His interests also
include music, painting and photo-

graphy. Note to Stephen Langmead,
Spring Show producer: Kemp would

*@ like to be a handyman on or off
the stage.

LYMAN G. HENDERSON

is the immediate

past president of the National

Ballet of Canada for which he did
an impressive job. He is also
interested in painting and sculp-
ture. His special hobbies are

painting and public speaking: that
is, when he can tear himself away
from his presidential desk and

responsibilities of running one
of Canada's largest printing
establishments.

DALTON C. WELLS

lists listening and
talking as his potential activity
in the Club. This obviously comes

easy to the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Ontario.Among his
many honours, he is Visitor of
Massey College, in which post he
succeeded Vincent Massey, former

A&L president (among other
distinctions !). We look forward
to hearing Chief Justice Wells

talk, among other subjects, on his
special hobbies of early Ontario
furniture and old china and
silver.
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W. O. MITCHELL

needs no introduction.

He is, of course, the renowned

contemporary Canadian author. A
delightful "short grass"
personality. We look forward to
seeing him often - on his trips
East from Calgary.

ROBERT C. JOYNER,

a University

professor and Dean of the School
of Business at McMaster, is now a
non-resident member. He served a
term as Chairman of the National

Ballet School in Toronto. He is
also interested in painting and
music. Of interest to many A&L

members is Prof.Joyner's special

hobby of restoring old junky

furniture.

JACK REID

is the well-known water

colourist and sculptor who lives
and works at Hississauga. He has

exhibited with the Sculpture

Society and the Canadian Society

of Water Colour. Listening to

classical music is his commendable

way of relaxing. Spring Show

organizers should note that Jack

is willing to design and execute

posters and signs.

EUGENE KARNIOL

is the owner and

director of the Kar Gallery in

Toronto. Has years of professional

experience in European and Canadian

painting and engravings. He also

knows his way around the art book

world. We hope Gene will tell us

about his collection of stamps,

art books, engravings, et al.

DONALD M. FRASER

is a specialist in

classical languages which he

teaches. He reveals his interest

in music as a director of the

Chamber Players of Toronto. His

potential activity in the Club

should please Ted Brock and others:

Don would like to become involved

in theatricals. Bernard Radley, one

of the "Knights" of the bar round

table, is happy to have Don as his
son-in-law.

JACK R. MILLAR

is another top-flight

business executive. Among his
achievements: responsibility for
the construction, set-up and
operation of the world's newest

synthetic rubber plants -- at
Antwerp, Belgium. His career has

been industrial management. His
special hobby of photography will
be welcomed by kindred souls in
the A&L.

F. BRUCE BROWN

has practised
architecture for nearly 50 years.
He has earned the respect of his

profession and his wide circle of
friends for his creations, which

keep him busy. He makes time to

keep up with his hobbies of paint-

ing, sketching, sculpture and

photography.

EDWARD O'CONNOR

is a new non-resident

member from Ireland. He trained as
an artist in England where he

taught for two years before coming
to Canada. He now teaches art at
Prince Edward Collegiate Institute

in Picton, Ont. The theatre is one
passion. Sculpture, painting and
photography are hobbies. Dr. John
W. Scott our genial A&L member and
chairman of the membership

committee, is delighted to have

him as his son-in-law.

PETER A. WILCH

has made a favourable

impact on the Club. Since his

election, from his one-man show of
drawings and sketches to his
organizing painting of sets for the

Sweeny Todd play, Tony Wilch has

shown commendable enthusiasm.

Apart from art, Tony is compiling
a congruent collection of world

literature; is researching a major
study on philosophical thought and

illustrating a book of poetry.
All at age 21.!

9

- 2 -
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PETER HERMANT

is one of those busy

business executives who is always

) on the hop(crossing Canada,tearing

around the West Indies)but who can

find time to contribute time and

energy to other loves. The theatre

is one such love. Peter is producer

of the Touring Players of Canada.

He would be happy doing "anything

theatrical"in the A&L. We'll see

he does.

WILLIAM A. WILLIS

brinos to the A&L

a background in writing(author of

two books,dramatized on the CBC),

advertising(is president of an ad

company)and organization(charter

member of the Young Men's Ad &

Sales Club). Is involved with other

professional,philanthropic and

service organizations. Bird watching

is one of his special hobbies, and

his interests also include drama,

literature and music.

JOHN ROSS McDOUGALL,

Sthankfully, is a

musician with 13 years professional

experience, playing and teaching.

He is president of the Chamber

Players of Toronto, is on the board

of Toronto Symphony Orchestra, is

past president of Ontario Music

Educators' Association and of

Toronto Music Teachers' Association.

In addition, he headed the National

Youth Orchestra, He would like to

assist with the Spring Show, and

take part in drama,

JOHN W. ABRAMS:

Verily a man of

letters. Professor of history and

professor of industrial engineering.

Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts

and a member and officer of many

professional and learned societies

in operational research and the

history and philosophy of science.

His special hobbies are collecting

old scientific books,commemorative

pottery and philately. He also

p speaks well.

We welcome back two
members to the joys of the A&L.

GENE W. BUTT

is now responsible for

the education programme at the Art

Gallery of Ontario. Gene is now a

regular at lunch. Come on down and

welcome him back.

DONALD R. MARTYN,

as president of

International Cultural Events,
Toronto, scored a coup on Nov.18
when he presented the celebrated

opera stars, Birgit Nilsson and
Jon Vickers with the Toronto

Symphony Orchestra under the baton

of Zubin Mehta. Don was previously

with the Government of Ontario

where he served as executive

director of community services.

Editor's note

Congratulations to the Membership

Committee. The three JOHNS, Scott,

Irwin and Ingram "hit the JACK pot"

with their telephone blitz to

collect dues.

More thumbnail sketches of more

new members will appear in the

next monthly letter.

Did the Cold War start with the
despatch of 6,000 Canadian troops

to join an Allied Force in Russia

in 1917 ? Was the squadron of

Mounties in that Force the last

cavalry to be sent to War ?

Member Roy MacLaren from his years

of intensive and rewarding research

on this unpublished and almost

forgotten phase of World War One,

spoke to us on September 26th at

our first monthly dinner of the

Fall season,

Sir Robert Borden sent this

Expeditionary Force in a vain

attempt to keep the Russians in

the War and with equally unsuccess-
ful hopes of establishing a

profitable trade with Russia.
Club involvement was highlighted

by Raymond Massey, then a young
artillery officer, who energetic-
ally and ingeniously organized the
vital entertainment for the

Canadians exiled to Siberia,
Vladivostok and arctic weather.
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A.Y. Jackson was put on 24 hour

notice of exile to Siberia. He was

issued a copious supply of white

paper. Reprieved - at the final

moment - he painted snow scenes to

use up the white paper.

Two members at the dinner had

served in the campaign. Alas, in
the heated discussion that the

speech provoked, their names were

lost.

Roy was introduced by John Cozens

and thanked by Willson Woodside who,
from his own Russian experience '

further enlightened us.

On Monday October 7 Chick Hendry

introduced this year's second

luncheon speaker, club member Jack

Eastaugh, artist, teacher and

woodsman.

Jack's topic "Some things from

Canoe Lake" reflected a notable

part of his life and of our club's

early history. Among the "things"

was a fishing reel similar to that

used by Tom Thomson with its strong

metal line. Jack also brought

examples of his oils,wood carvings

and water colours, stating that it

was his only chance to hang in the

Arts and Letters which is perhaps

our loss.

Through anecdotes of his summers

as "chief chiseler" at Camp Ahmek

in the Park, studying water colours

with Carl Schaefer and his brief

acting career playing Tom Thomson

for the C.B.C., Jack made the light-

hearted luncheon pass all too

quickly.

Bill Little, in offering our

thanks mentioned Jack's work with

young people, from his time on the

staff at Guelph Reformatory and as

principal of Humbergrove Secondary

School, describing him as " a leader

of young people having few peers".

Peter Wilch
*X- X - - ic --*- *%* -X it- -X- *X- -*- * -*( *t *X ** * -* X -* X -* * * * * C* *S*

FRANKly speaking:

There are far too many body-rub

parlors on Elm Street. It causes

a lot of friction!!
O! 0! 0!

Grant Strate, choreographer,

dancer and club member was fittingly

introduced by Elmer Phillips his

fellow member of York University

faculty, on October 9th.

Dance is a non-verbal and body

language, Grant told us, and has

the potential, not yet fully

developed, of making us a better

people. A dancer must be both
educated and trained. The University

provided the means for creativity

and expression and the reason for

dance. The conservatory teaches

the body, strength, speed, control,

flexibility and a vocabulary of

movement.

Three lovely students from Grant's

course brought his talk to life.

Each dancer had choreographed one of

the three dances so beautifully

executed.

Grant's delightfully informal

talk was punctuated by numerous

questions from the obviously

interested audience. Bob Christie

in thanking our speaker noted the

similarity between dance at York

and acting at Ryerson.

An excellent roast beef dinner

with mashed potatoes, peas, carrots

apple pie and cheese brought out

some forty members on October 24th.

Member Louis Applebaum explained

something of the creative

opportunities and difficulties he

met in writing the music for "The

National Dream". He illustrated his

theme with music and scenes on film

clips from this TV program.

John Cozens, in introducing him,

told us something of the many awards

Lou has earned so well, notably his

Academy Award for "G.I.Joe" and

twenty-eight other productions, as

well as the music at Stratford.

Lou gave us an inside look into

the creation of TV music. The first

scene which took place in 1866,

showed the building of the railroad,

clearing the bush, blasting through

the rocks and bridge building.
Searching for a musical theme, Lou

had to look through piles of film to



did not sign our guest book)arrived

until every seat in the dining room

*
get the feel of the epic and become
inspired. The scene opened in a
pastoral setting amid elks,caribou,
birdlife and streams -- then the
train burst through the tunnel and
the music mirrored the change.
This musical description was made
for the duration of specific scenes
spanning, for example, from two
seconds to over two minutes. This
requires the ultimate in musician-
ship, sensitivity and the use of
the proper instruments to produce
the desired effect. This was all
done in close collaboration with
Directors Eric Till and Jim Murray.
Bob Christie in thanking his old

friend, brought out the fact that
Toronto musicians are as capable
and flexible as any in the world.

C. Frank McKeown
*X-- ?-;- -X- -? - -X- -X - -**- -X- - --* -X- -X- -X-- -X - -)- -* X- ** *X *X *X- -X- * * - * -- *X-

The Royal Ontario Museum was the

first museum in America to host
"The Exhibition of Archaeological

Finds of the People's Republic of
China". This display coupled with
the ROM's permanent Chinese exhibit
must have been the finest showing
of Chinese pieces ever shown.
Chick Hendry lured Walter Tovell

to lunch on Oct. 24 from his

multitudinous ROM duties so heighten-
ed by the show, so that Walter could
give us the inside view.

Teams from China, Britain and

France selected the artifacts, he

told us. Max Henderson had been

invaluable in the numerous and
delicate negotiations. Each museum

set up its own display subject to a

Chinese veto. Walter and his staff

waited with shaking knees for the

inspection. They passed!!
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There was excitement even before

Dan Gibson appeared on Nov. 6. Chuck

and Bill Matthews told us of the

enormous flock of Canada geese that

flew the half mile from the Gibson's

to Chuck's dock. He promptly shooed

them to save his dock from droppings.
Members and their guests(over 20 who

was filled. The staff performed

miracles to feed the hungry crowd.

Chick Hendry in introducing Dan

Gibson curtailed his recital of

the flock of honours Dan has won.

The "Golden Gate Award" which he

won for "VWhitethroat" in 1965 is

his highest international

recognition to date.

The magnificent films he showed

us were produced by Dan's firm KEG.

They must be seen to be believed.

The "lunatic" a motorized loon

created by Jack Eastaugh provided

the most amusement, Scooting among

the loons it distracted their

attention from the photographers.

A large model plane, remotely

controlled,led the geese in a V

formation in the sky. On the lake

the flock flew beside Dan's motor

boat, Dan was "the third goose on

the left".

It was a happening ! Jack Eastaugh

expressed our thanks for the excit-

ing film and for Dan's personality

which came through so strongly.
*: X *-X **---X- * ********** X*-*X*

The Chamber Players of Toronto

After dinner on Wednesday, October
30th, all the members and guests who
could be accommodated in the Great

Hall surrounded our Chamber Players

to enjoy another evening of baroque

music for strings, under Victor

Martin's leadership. We were all

provided with printed copies of the

programme which was much appreciat-

ed by the audience. Before the music
began Nslson Dempster, the Cellist,

graciously introduced each of the
fourteen musicians in turn. He also
mentioned George Brough who regular-
ly plays the continuo part on the
harpsichord with our group. Neither
harpsichord nor George were avail-
able for this performance.

The compositions performed were
Tartini--Sinfonia Pastorale;

Handel--Concerto Grosso,Opus 6 No.6;
Vivaldi--Concerto in A major for
strings; and finally the wonderfully

light-hearted buoyant Divertmento
in D major K.136 by Mozart, The
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Mozart work, composed at age six-
teen, is full of youthful exuberance
and the originality of genius. The
Mozart number is the only one of
the four on this programme with no
part for continuo.

The first three numbers are fine
examples of the mature instrumental
compositions of three of the great-
est musicians of the Eighteenth
century. They were played by the
strings with the mastery which is
only achieved through many hours of
study and rehearsal. The players
succeeded in communicating their
own joy in the music to their
audience. We are all indebted to
them. However, the three first
works would have been even more
enjoyable with the continuo by
George and a harpsichord.
Does anyone have a harpsichord?

We need one.

F. Van V. Snell

JAMES ROBERT KEENE TAYLOR

In June of this year Jim Taylor,
in his 82nd year, passed away. Jim
was a long time member of the Arts
and Letters Club and over the years
contributed much of his time and
talent entertaining its membership.

I remember my first introduction
to the Club - Jim took me as his
guest to a monthly dinner and he
later performed, reading poetry and
short stories. You could hear a pin
drop! He had a way of demanding
your attention.

His love of theatre and drama
prompted him in the early 'fifties

to produce, direct and act in two
one-act plays for a ladies' night.
The evening was a resounding

success.

Jim retired early in life but his
working days were primarily filled
with writing and editing. He was

copy chief for Foster Advertising

in the late 'twenties and 'thirties.
He entered the war in the 'forties
and then became Editor-in-Chief for

the Canadian Health Magazine until
his retirement.

His Club activities had diminished
in the past few years but his
jovial conversation and wisdom at
lunch will be missed, but not as
much as the man himself.

Gary A. Hall

LANGTON MARTIN

Langton Martin died on November 2,
at Sunnybrook Hospital. A Fellow of
The International Arts and Letters
and a member of the Society Canadian
Printers-Etchers, he will be re-
membered for his exhibitions of
prints and water colours at the Club,

Langton studied architecture
during his earlier career as an
artist and developed great skills,
both as a print maker and craftsman.
He carved many interesting pieces
for their summer home. As a member
of the Toronto Camera Club he
travelled extensively on photographic
safaris - to Europe, Japan, the
Caribbean Islands and the Mediter-
ranean countries. He received
several awards from the Camera Club
for the professional quality of
his exhibits.

He had a long career with the
Sterling Trusts Corporation and
retired as Manager of the Stock
Transfer Department.

Langton was an avid reader

particularly of poetry and he
loved gardening.

He leaves his wife, who paints

professionaly as Bernice Fenwick.
Yvon Doucet

GLASGOW ART CLUB

Arising from a meeting last spring
between John McLean and the Presi-
dent of the Glasgow Art Club,

reciprocal arrangements have been
made by both Clubs for the enter-
tainment of visitors from the other
Club. We look forward to welcoming
their members visiting Toronto. If
you plan on visiting Glasgow our
Secretary will provide a letter of
introduction.
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ARS LONGA

The other night while we were

reluctantly taking down the exhibition of

contemporary Japanese prints, so

kindly sent to us by Roy G. Cole, we

took a moment to glance through the

oldest of those handsome archival

volumes of clippings and memorabilia

that Hunter Bishop cherishes so much

in the Club.

What a coincidence . Not only did we

see the name of our maternal grand-

father, but far more important, we

found an announcement of an exhibition

of Japanese prints from the collection

of Sir Edmund Walker, a distinguished

Canadian and member of the Club.

How fitting that over sixty years later

another Japanese exhibit should grace

the walls of the Club. "Grace1" is a

word chosen carefully, because Roy

Cole's prints are works of art that are

truly inspirational, designed by artists'

artists.

If you really looked closely at those

prints you would have marvelled at the

subtle nuances of colour combined with

good, strong contemporary design.

There was a whole education in

composition and colour in those prints

for photographers as well as artists.

No, the prints were not photographic.

They were made from woodblocks and

if you have never tried cutting and

printing from blocks then you haven't

the slighte st idea of the difficulties

involved in liberating your visual

image from the wood, the ink and the

paper.

Practising artists particularly

appreciated them and to all members

they provided a colourful view of the

Orient by just relaxing with drink in

hand in the Lounge or through close

inspection in the Great Hall,

We thank you, Roy, for sharing with us

a few treasures from your handsome

collection. You have always expressed

a fondness for the Club from over there

in Hamilton and we appreciate this

tangible expression of your warmth of

feeling.

The art world is really pulsating in
Toronto. Arnold Edinborough, at

R. York Wilson's Roberts Gallery

opening commented how stunned an

eminent New York critic was by the

Southeby auction and the Art Gallery of
Ontario.

At the AGO opening we were charmed

by the welcome that Marvin Gelber gave

to people, personally and unobtrusively,

he greeted arrivals as they came in to

view the wonders in the new treasure

house.

Back to Roberts Gallery and the dynamic

exhibition of the works by R. York

Wilson. Someone at the Club was heard

to comment that he thought abstraction

was dead. But that was before he went

to see York Wilson's show. He was

reconverted and there is no convert like

a reconverted convert. A great show in

the R. York Wilson tradition of pressing
ever onward,

Then at Roberts Gallery, Franklin

Arbuckle with another happy opening

night. Lots of distinguished people,

including Club members. A show alive

with the painterly joy of creating before

the wonders of nature. Archie can make

his garden tomatoes look as exotic as a

remote spot in Mexico. Grand'

At the Kar Gallery, Henry Moore prints,

a timely tribute to another facet of the
career of the artist enshrined on Dundas
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Street and in Nathan Phillips Square.

The owner is a recent member of the

Club.

By the way, we hope you have gone up
to pay a visit to Philip McCready's

handsome Gallery on Davenport Road.

Drop into member Blair Laing's

galle ry too. Well worthwhile.

Philip has done a lot to help out in

master exhibitions at the Club too.

If you don't go to galleries, at least

pay visits to galleries belonging to

members and see how fine they are.

See you at the galleries.

John A. Morrow

THE LIBRARY

Directory of Associations In Canada
is a brand-new reference work. It was
prepared under the direction of Brian
Land who is head of the Library
School at the U' of T' and, incident-
ly a former Club member. The book is
divided into three sections: 1)Guide
to the Subject Index; 2)Subject Index
to Association; 3)Alphabetical List
of Associations.It is very comprehen-
sive - even the A&L Club is listed.
Handbook is a new publication from
The Art Gallery of Ontario. The
Gallery's collections are here
divided between European, Canadian
and American Art. This up-dating is
made more useful by the inclusion of
an index.

Historic Headlines, although not a
new book is an interesting one. Sub-
titled "A Century of Canadian News
Dramas" it presents 11 in-depth
stories ranging from "The Assassin-
ation of D'Arcy McGee" 1868, to
"The F.L.Q.Reign of Terror" 1963.

The Ex, by James Lorimer, is a
nostalgic look at the history of
the Canadian National Exhibition.
Starting with the Crystal Palace,
which was moved to the Ex grounds
in 1887, this book photographically
records the destruction or proposed
destruction of all the landmark
buildings.

XXXXXXXXX

THE ARCHIVES

There has recently been on display
in the lounge an exhibition of the
theatre work and life of Herman
Voaden. Most of the exhibition came
to us following its display in the
foyer of Hart House Theatre. It was
the first exhibition made possible
by donations to the Christine
Bissell Theatre Fund. The Graduate
Centre for the Study of Drama at
the U'of T' has undertaken to use
part of the Fund to prepare dis-
plays in connection with its cur-
rent season of plays at Hart House.

Some items in our exhibit came
from the Club archives, where ex-
amples of Herman's work in direct-
ion and the staging of tableaux
goes back to the mid-thirties. To
mention but a few of his under-
takings for the Club there was his
staging of A Cosmopolitan Christmas,
his direction of Manitou Portage,
and his staging of Strong Men Keep
Coming On. Hunter Bishop

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

John Coulter's play "Riel" will
be produced at the National Arts
Centre in Ottawa, Jan.13 to Feb.1,
1975, by the National Ar-t Theatre
Company directed by Jean Gascon.

John writes "I have all but
finished Part II and Part III of my
memoirs. Part II contains much
about A.L. activities in reawaken-
ing Canadian interests in the arts
- opera, theatre - after the war
-and through the 'forties."
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